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Find Everything Happening During 
the Holiday Season

See it all at StrangerThingsToDo.com or download 
our free Stranger Things To Do In Seattle app

Get it FREE on
Google Play

THINGS TO DO

Get it FREE on the
App Store

HOLIDAY 
PERFORMANCES

MAKERS’ 
MARKETS

NEW YEAR’S 
EVE PARTIES

ESCAPE YOUR 
FAMILY

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and 
judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. Smoking can kill you. There may be health risks 

associated with consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one or older. Keep out of the reach of children.

Open: 8am-11:30pm, 7 days a week

OCEANGREENS420.COM

IT ’S ALWAYS 420 HERE ™

™

$3 edibles $4 pre rolls
$5 grams  $20 1 gram wax 
$15 eighths $60 14 grams
$20 vapes $80 OUNCES
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L ike you, I’m tired of hating everything.
Ever since the tragic events of 11/9, 

many members of the Coastal Elite have strug-
gled to give voice to the rage and contempt we 
feel toward those Americans who got duped into 
voting for Donald Trump. We’ve all made snide 
comments about their relative intelligence, 
their psychotic priorities, their general desire to 
watch us all burn in the hell they yearn to create 
on earth since it doesn’t exist anywhere else.

But enough is enough, already.
They can’t all be racist. They can’t all be 

sexist. Plenty of good country people were just 
voting their conscience. Consider the lovable 
grandma who still has a male gynecologist—
how could she possibly have been expected to 
vote for a woman (especially one who has per-

sonally murdered so many people!)?
And your cousin who lost his assembly line 

job to a robot: Why wouldn’t he pretend to 
believe the billionaire who told him to blame 
his unemployment on immigrants he’s never 
laid eyes on? 

Sooner or later, we’re going to have to 
admit that we’re all one country and just 
because people have no taste doesn’t mean 
they have bad taste. And by “sooner,” I mean 
this holiday season, because if you leave Se-
attle, you’re likely to find yourself sweater-to-
sweater over the eggnog with someone who 
voted for Donald Trump.

You’re welcome to play the “Are you fuck-
ing serious right now?” card, despite the un-
pleasant scene it may cause. Ugly scenes are 

still technically ours to make. But there may 
come a time when it’s more useful (and more 
enjoyable) to attempt a polite, good-humored 
conversation with people whose politics dif-
fer from your own. Remember: Just because 
they actively, provably believe you and your 
friends deserve to suffer and die doesn’t mean 
they aren’t perfectly nice, collegial people.

Here’s a handy list of conversational ice-
breakers you can use at a forthcoming party. 
Remember: Avoid controversial topics and 
always begin with flattery. Happy holidays!

• “You know, no one ever wants to talk about 
the fact that ‘Sweet Home Alabama’  is a perfect 
song. Lynyrd Skynyrd is one of the most under-
rated bands of the 1970s, don’t you think?”

• “I’m thinking about spending this whole 
holiday rewatching all seven seasons of The 
Walking Dead—wouldn’t that be amazing? 
What’s your favorite Walking Dead season?”

• “You know who was actually a lot funnier 
than he got credit for being? Jeff Foxworthy. I 
guess I ‘might be a redneck…’ but I kind of miss 
seeing him around all the time.”

• “What do you think of the designated 
hitter rule?”

• “Honestly? I wasn’t that crazy about 
Fletch Lives or Caddyshack II. It’s like, ‘Leave 
well enough alone, man!’”

• “Were you more of a CSI or CSI: Miami 
person?”

• “I’ll be honest: I didn’t think Michael Bay 
had another Transformers movie in him.”

• “What’s your favorite kind of cheese on 
a salad?”

• “I gotta say, I think letting people bring 
guns to football games is a fantastic idea!”

• “Look, I haven’t followed her closely since 
she went secular, but technically speaking, Amy 
Grant is one of the greatest singers alive.”

• “The thing that blew my mind is how sus-
penseful Sully was, even though I knew every-
thing that was going to happen!”

• “It was great to see them back in action, 

but to me… if there’s no Izzy Stradlin, it just 
isn’t Guns N’ Roses, you know?”

• “I know I promised not to talk politics 
tonight, but I think we can all agree that 
ISIS sucks.” ■

been a 
mouse, an 
angel, a snowflake, a 
polichinelle, and a Spanish dancer. 
Every year, I rehearsed for months before 
the opening show, side-stepped the wild-eyed 
stage moms hell-bent on getting their daugh-
ters into the state ballet corps, and wolfed 
down hoagies in dressing rooms smelling of 
sweat glands and a hundred pairs of bruised 
and bloody feet.

I quit doing ballet after my last Nutcrack-
er because a girl in the year above me—a 
beautiful dancer and already very skinny—
had been told she was too fat and needed to 
lose weight. At that time, I had already dis-
located my knee twice, and I was just a year 
away from smoking pot in the Walmart park-
ing lot and carving Nirvana lyrics into my 
bedroom walls. I knew something better was 
out there for me, and a lifetime of eating dis-
orders and knee surgeries was not it.

But I do have one positive association with 
The Nutcracker. My mother, who really did her 

b e s t 
to escape her 

own Russian ballet up-
bringing in which the instructors would 

actually hit you with canes, eventually opened 
up her own tiny dance studio with the hopes of 
giving students world-class ballet training with-
out world-class ballet trauma. (She has done 
an amazing job; I am really very proud of her 
for this.) But like every other dance studio and 
ballet company out there, she’s forced to put 
on The Nutcracker every year because it is a 
guaranteed cash cow, bringing in audiences who 
wouldn’t go see ballet otherwise.

One year, my mother got so fed up with us-
ing the same music and choreography that she 
invited hiphop choreographer Clyde Evans 
Jr. to cut in a new routine for the mice. Evans 
replaced Tchaikovsky with Public Enemy’s 
“Fight the Power,” and for what I believe may 
have been the first time in The Nutcracker’s 
century-long history, the show gave audiences 
something they were not expecting or fully 
comfortable with. I loved it. ■

I hate The Nutcracker. I hate, hate, hate it. 
From the age of 4 to 14, I was forced to 

participate in its production every year. My 
mother, a former ballerina of the School of 
American Ballet, put me in ballet classes as 
soon as I could walk, and I stayed in ballet 
classes until I realized I had breasts.

For those of you unfamiliar with The Nut-
cracker (although I’m unsure how you could 
be, given that the Tchaikovsky soundtrack is 
blared repeatedly through every shopping-
mall speaker every holiday season), it’s the 
balletic interpretation of a short story. It stars 
a little rich girl named Clara who falls asleep 
at her parents’ boring-ass holiday party and 
has wild dreams about her creepy godfather, 
the family’s tree, and the horde of mice that 
want to destroy the Christmas vibes of what 
is effectively one big Model UN meeting of 
racially stereotyped delegates from the dif-
ferent nations of Candyland.

The first production of The Nutcracker took 
place in 1892 at the Mariinsky Theatre of Saint 
Petersburg, which is important for Americans 
living in the age of Trump to know. While the 
Russian elites were clapping politely to white 

dancers depicting the characters of exotic Chi-
nese “tea” and Arabian “coffee,” Alexander 
III was wrangling with an empire that had 
gotten too big for its Russian britches. Four 
years prior, Russia had annexed more terri-
tory from the Ottoman Empire, and in order 
to drum up some white nationalist pride in an 
increasingly multicultural state, Alexander III 
had started encouraging open season on Rus-
sia’s Jews, who, at that time numbered in the 
millions. A couple of decades later, much of my 
family left their Russian shtetls and emigrated 
to the United States in order to avoid being 
slaughtered, raped, and burned to death. The 
production of The Nutcracker didn’t become 
popular in the United States until the 1960s, 
when America was growing into its new iden-
tity as a global empire, too.

There is no story to The Nutcracker. The 
mouse king gets murdered by Clara’s charming 
nutcracker prince (an associate of her creepy 
godfather), and the second act of the ballet is a 
display of gratitude from all the candy nations, 
which perform for their new royalty and do not 
question the basis of their autocratic reality. I 
have played many Nutcracker roles. I have 

OPEN CITY

To submit an unsigned confession or accusation, send an 
e-mail to ianonymous@thestranger.com. Please remember 

to change the names of the innocent and guilty.

AFTER THE FALL
After hiking my rotund self from the 
Mercer Street bus stop to my building on 
Queen Anne, I tripped on an irregular 
bit of sidewalk and crashed face-and-
hands-first into the sidewalk. As I was 
lying there, trying to assess the possible 
damage to my forehead and nose, you 
came up and asked if I was okay. You 
then helped me to get up, which was not 
so easy, and then made sure I could take 
the few steps to my building. Thank you 
for helping me, and may the universe 
bless you for your kindness. Update: Not 
too much damage, just some road rash.

—Anonymous

STEVEN WEISSMAN

HOW TO RELAX YOUR REPUBLICAN 
FRIENDS AT PARTIES

BY SEAN NELSON

Fuck The Nutcracker
BY SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

ANGELA STERLING

WHITEMAY /ISTOCK BY GETTY IMAGES

mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
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At Se•lyn Boutique 
we have a wide 
array of women’s
fashion, jewelry, &
healing crystals

Happy and High

seattle’s homegrown pot shop
www.ikes.com  1.800.get.drugs

wishing
all of you

holidaze!
from the

Uncle Ike’s Family

NEWS

I f you’ve ever received a Facebook or 
Myspace message from someone named 
“Deja Stwalley” telling you that you’ve 

got the right look for indie porn, now might 
be a good time to get in touch with the Wash-
ington State attorney general.

On November 20, the AG’s office filed a civil 
suit against Matt Hickey, a former tech free-
lancer and Capitol Hill local, over an alleged 
porn auditioning scam stretching back a de-
cade. The AG’s complaint claims that Hickey 
violated the state’s Consumer Protection Act 
through “unfair or deceptive acts” while rep-
resenting himself, and his fake online identity 
“Deja Stwalley,” as being part of a legitimate 
porn recruiting business. The civil suit, filed 
in King County Superior Court, also claims 
that Hickey violated the Commercial Elec-
tronic Mail Act by using 
deception to obtain the 
personally identifiable in-
formation of his victims 
online. According to the 
AG’s office, this is the first 
time these laws have been 
invoked in response to an 
alleged scam like this one.

The new civil lawsuit 
comes on top of three rape 
charges brought against 
Hickey in October by the 
King County prosecut-
ing attorney. Hickey has pleaded not guilty to 
those charges, which involve incidents sepa-
rate from the alleged porn audition scam. He 
now sits in the King County jail awaiting his 
next case hearing.

The Stranger first reported on Hickey’s 
alleged scam in June. We interviewed three 
women who said that Hickey, relying on online 
grooming conducted by his fake female porn 
recruiter identity, conned them into having sex 
with him under the guise of an “audition” for 
porn studios. Three more women showed The 
Stranger evidence that the porn recruiter iden-
tity, Deja Stwalley, had tried to solicit them, too. 
At the time the article was published, Hickey 
refused to respond to the specific allegations 
on the grounds that his lawyer advised him not 
to. A month later, however, Hickey wrote in an 
e-mail that he wasn’t behind the Deja Stwalley 
profile, but that he knew the person who was 
and “for their own safety they’re doing what 
they can to remain as anonymous as possible.” 
He claimed he had evidence showing this per-
son “does indeed work in the porn industry,” 
but he never showed it to The Stranger.

The 23-page complaint assembled by the at-
torney general’s office goes further than The 
Stranger’s original reporting. According to the 
civil lawsuit, Hickey registered two fake identi-
ties online in order to lure women into his fake 
porn audition scam. The first was Deja Stwal-
ley, a woman who supposedly ran her own porn 
recruiting company. Stwalley, whose profile 
first surfaced on Myspace in 2006, sought out 
women between 17 and 25 and told them her 
job was “to help girls who are interested get 
into the industry safely.” Stwalley would then 

direct women to take photos and audition with 
Hickey—an audition in which having sex with 
Hickey was part of the process.

The second fake profile, a porn actress 
named “Chrissy Baaten,” would endorse 
Stwalley’s work. The complaint says that 
Baaten told women they should take photos 
with Hickey “every six months at least.” Ac-
cording to the AG’s office, Hickey registered 
the second account with Facebook using the 
e-mail address fakegirl@matthickey.com.

To gather evidence for the case, the AG’s 
office interviewed eight women who said they 
had been victimized by the Hickey scam. In 
addition to citing the messages that the wom-
en saved from their interactions with Hickey, 
“Stwalley,” and “Baaten,” the complaint also 
claims that Hickey set up a website in 2007 

called New Seattle Talent 
as a cover for Stwalley’s 
exploits. The website, 
which is no longer active, 
included a frequently 
asked questions section. 
“Who wants to be a porn-
star?” the introduction to 
the FAQ section read. An-
swer: “This is the best job 
you’ll ever have.”

According to the com-
plaint, Hickey’s methods 
to scam prospective 

victims advanced with the available technol-
ogy. Within a span of three days starting on 
Christmas Day in 2011, Hickey allegedly set 
up Stwalley’s Facebook page, a Google Voice 
number with a Las Vegas area code that was 
supposedly Stwalley’s contact, and the web-
site castingseattle.com.

Attorney General Bob Ferguson told The 
Stranger that he hoped the case would send 
a message.

“We want folks to call us even if they feel 
like, ‘Can I really call the AG’s office about 
this? Will they listen? Will they care if I’m a 
sex worker? Will they care about my actions? 
Will they pass a judgment on it?’ We don’t 
care,” he said. “We want to help if someone is 
violating the law.”

Each type of violation listed in the com-
plaint carries a $2,000 maximum penalty paid 
to the state, and each message Hickey alleg-
edly sent that was part of the scheme could 
constitute an individual violation. This includes 
messages that Hickey allegedly sent but peo-
ple never responded to, according to Andrea 
Alegrett, assistant attorney general and one 
of the prosecutors on the case. “I hope that 
[the case] encourages people to bring these 
things forward,” she said. “Because unfortu-
nately, without [The Stranger’s] reporting, we 
wouldn’t know that this is happening.” ■

If you’ve received a message from Matt 
Hickey, Chrissy Baaten, or Deja Stwal-
ley regarding the alleged scam, you can 
contact investigator Charlann Schakel 
(CharlannS@atg.wa.gov) at the attorney 
general’s office.

Attorney General Sues 
Matt Hickey Over Alleged 

Porn “Audition” Scam
BY SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

Matt Hickey
JASON REDMOND

http://www.ikes.com/
mailto:fakegirl@matthickey.com
mailto:CharlannS@atg.wa.gov
http://selynboutique.com/
http://castingseattle.com/
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Flower, Edibles, and More
417 NW 65th Street

206.402.5697
www.thepartakery.com

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery 
under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with consumptionof this prouct. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of reach of children.

OPEN
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Sun 11am-7pm

21 + Recreational

Conveniently  
located across from  
Slave to the Needle  
and The Tin Hat

thepartakery @Partakery

Ballard                                                          CannabisWEED

W ho’s most in jeopardy from a Trump 
administration? Where to start? 

People of color, women, workers, and the en-
vironment all stand to lose if Donald Trump 
implements the policies he campaigned on. 
But the legal weed market faces serious un-
certainty, too, with billions of dollars in tax 
and start-up capital and millions of possible 
federal felony charges on the line.

It used to be that every 50 minutes in 
Washington State, someone was arrested on 
cannabis charges. A disproportionate number 
of those arrests were people 
of color. After I-502 passed, 
which legalized recreational 
weed in this state, those ar-
rests rarely happen now. 
But now the people who 
built and are carrying out 
I-502’s regulatory system 
are in legal jeopardy in light 
of existing federal drugs 
laws.

President-elect Trump—who doesn’t 
drink, smoke, or use drugs—has tapped die-
hard prohibitionist Senator Jeff Sessions 
(R-AL) to be his attorney general. Sessions 
said just this year, according to Politico, 
“Good people don’t smoke marijuana.” He 
has said that cannabis policy reform has 
been a “tragic mistake.” He even once said 
he thought the KKK “were okay until I found 
out they smoked pot.”

So while it’s unlikely the federal govern-
ment will send DEA agents into states like 
Washington to enforce federal laws, what if 
Sessions decides it’s worth it? What if, in his 
political calculation, this is the issue he wants 
to be remembered for?

The lawyer responsible for legal pot in 
Washington has an unlikely answer: We could 
burn the whole legal cannabis system down.

“The most effective way to defeat federal 
interference in cannabis regulatory systems 
may very well be for state legislators to re-
peal all laws and regulations relating to 
cannabis,” said Alison Holcomb, the ACLU 
attorney who wrote I-502 and ran the suc-
cessful legalization campaign in 2012.

Holcomb’s plan would have the state legisla-
ture completely strip any mention of cannabis 
from Washington’s legal code, removing both 
the laws currently regulating the state’s le-
gal cannabis market and the much older laws 

criminalizing cannabis in 
the first place. Technically, 
cannabis in Washington is 
still illegal under the state’s 
controlled substance stat-
utes, but I-502 carved out 
an exception to the state’s 
prohibition of cannabis pro-
vided the cannabis business 
is conducted within the new 

regulatory framework.
“Repeal it all, so there are no laws on the 

Washington State books that address mari-
juana,” Holcomb said.

That would make the state totally blind to-
ward cannabis—no state agency would keep 
records on cannabis businesses, no law en-
forcement officer in the state could investigate 
pot crimes. It would turn the very regulated 
and rational cannabis market into the federal 
government’s worst nightmare. The regula-
tions keeping Washington’s legal pot within 
our state, out of children’s hands, and away 
from organized crime would all dissolve.

This would not stop the federal govern-
ment from cracking down on pot. Federal 
agents would still have every legal right to 
knock down doors, confiscate bud, and make 
arrests. But with only about 5,500 sworn 
DEA agents in the United States, this 

One Way to Protect 
Washington State’s Legal 

Weed Market from Trump: 
Burn It to the Ground

The Author of I-502 Explains the Nuclear Option
BY LESTER BLACK

THE STRANGER

“Repeal it all, so 
there are no laws 

on the Washington 
State books that 

address marijuana.”

http://www.thepartakery.com/
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task would be equal parts Herculean and 
Sisyphean. Most federal law enforcement 
raids put the heavy lifting on local law en-
forcement, which numbers more than 750,000 
sworn officers across the country. But if there 
were no statewide laws on cannabis, local law 
enforcement would not be able to help.

This is a prospect that the Obama adminis-
tration has already considered, and used as a 
basis for not blocking Colorado’s and Washing-
ton’s cannabis experiments. When the lawyers 
at the Department of Justice looked at ways 
of responding to I-502, they saw that they had 
legal merit to sue against Washington’s can-
nabis regulations, but they would be unable to 
force the state to criminalize cannabis.

Deputy Attorney General James Cole 
said as much at a Senate hearing in 2013. “It 
would be a very challenging lawsuit to bring 
to preempt the state’s decriminalization law. 
We might have an easier time with their reg-
ulatory scheme in preemption, but then what 
you would have is legalized marijuana and no 
enforcement mechanism within the state to 
try to regulate it,” he said.

Not every lawyer looking at legal cannabis 
is ready to sign on to Holcomb’s plan.

Sam Mendez, executive director of the 
Cannabis Law and Policy Project at the UW 
School of Law, said Holcomb’s idea was in-
teresting but he didn’t think it was the best 
way to block aggression from the Trump 
administration.

“It’s sort of like a scorched-earth strate-
gy,” Mendez said. “We’re going to burn down 
our house so the robbers won’t rob it. I am 
just as terrified of the Trump administration 
as anybody else is, but it behooves the indus-
try to work with the administration to at least 
keep a status quo rather than start a war.”

Or maybe, with a deal-maker-in-chief in 
the White House, the legal cannabis industry 
could get on Trump’s good side by giving him 

a bit of the action. Clif Curry, a staff attor-
ney for the King County Council, said it may 
make sense for states with legal cannabis to 
offer to pay federal excise taxes on pot sales.

“By letting the federal government in on 
tax revenues (which they will need for other 
planned initiatives), the states might be able 
to preserve their current programs,” Curry 
said by e-mail.

While there may be few legal barriers stop-
ping Trump from going after the pot industry, 
he would be picking a difficult fight if he chose 
to do so. More than half of Americans believe 
pot should be legal, according to the latest 
polls, and legalization of recreational weed has 
spread to eight states and more than 68 million 
Americans. Almost half the nation has allowed 
some form of medical cannabis.

Holcomb said she thought it was unlikely 
Trump would wage a full-on war against 
cannabis and didn’t think the I-502 system 
should be preemptively repealed, but she felt 
it was worth making this point to the incom-
ing administration.

“I think it’s useful for us to remember 
these arguments and to lay out the argument 
for why the federal government should hesi-
tate before they step in and frustrate the will 
of the voters in the states that have passed 
these regulatory systems,” Holcomb said.

It seems ironic for the architect of I-502 to 
call for its possible demise, but Holcomb said 
she still has the same goal in mind that she had 
when writing the measure in the first place. 
“The point of I-502 was to stop arresting peo-
ple for using marijuana,” she said. “And I-502 
was the right vehicle at that time to move us 
in that direction, and depending on what hap-
pens now, we may have to move in an entirely 
new direction. But the North Star is the same 
North Star: Don’t arrest people… because 
they use marijuana or grow it and want to 
share it with others.” ■

Listen to Dan Savage’s 
podcast every week at 

savagelovecast.com

http://savagelovecast.com/
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3rd Annual

WASHINGTON STATE
CANNABIS SUMMIT

Airport Crowne Plaza 17338 International Blvd

FRIDAY, JANUARY 6th, 2017

A day of progressive discussions around the complex world 
of cannabis. This year’s theme focuses on the Continuity of 
Prohibition and the Road to Normalization.

Conversations will be re�ective and provide critical analysis 
of the industry while exploring such topics as the potential 
policy impacts that cannabis legalization has, and will have, 
on the state and the nation.

Panel conversations on:
-Agronomy
-Therapy & Use
-Economics
-Policy & Politics

 FRIDAY

JAN  
 2017

www.wacannabissummit.org

* Simple, easy, vegan
* Artisan cannabis 

chocolate syrup 
handcrafted in Seattle, 

* Washington Made  
with organic, fair trade 

local chocolate using 
70% raw cacao

* We’re committed to 
using only the finest 
quality ingredients

Warning - this product contains marijuana. When eaten 
or swallowed the intoxicating effects of this drug may 
be delayed by two or more hours. Should not be used 

by women that are pregnant or breast feeding. For 
use by adults twenty-one and over. Keep out of reach 
of children. Products containing marijuana can impair 
judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery 
under the influence of this drug. This product has 

intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. 

DANK  
CHOCOLATE SYRUP

100mg THC or CBD

http://www.wacannabissummit.org/
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I t will come as no surprise to anyone that 
2016 was the kind of nightmare where you 

wake up just as the killer’s knife is about to 
pierce your rib cage, only to find that you just 
slipped off the edge of the sheer cliff and are 
falling into the lake of hot lava. Taking in the 
year’s most memorable music, film, TV, art, 
theater, and books was necessarily to view 
those works through the lens of misery, and 
to assign them the job of being little thera-
peutic nuggets. That’s not always the most 
interesting task for art to do, but in a year as 
unrelentingly fucked as 2016, it was nice to 
have something to turn to.

MUSIC
B Y  S E A N  N E L S O N ,  
R I C H  S M I T H ,  D A V E  S E G A L

• The sharp intake of breath between real-
izing David Bowie had made a great album 
again, finally, with Blackstar, and realizing it 
would be his last. The genius of that gesture 
was almost enough to overpower the grief.

• Kevin Cole’s “Nothing Compares 2U: A Cel-
ebration of the Life and Music of Prince” on 
KE P on May 6, a four-hour stretch of rare 
numbers, live recordings, and incredible sto-
ries that provided a ritual so rare and familiar, 

you almost forget how important it is: the 
chance to share an essential experience—as 
a city, as a community, as individuals—by lis-
tening to the radio.

• Beyonc ’s gut-wrenching rendition of 
Prince’s “The Beautiful Ones” at Century-
Link Field on May 18.

• The drowsy melancholy of “Me  Magda-
lena,” Ben Gibbard’s contribution to a new 
album by the Monkees, featuring the par-
ticular beauty of Mike Nesmith and Micky 
Dolenz, their tenor voices weathered but still 
vital, harmonizing.

• “We the People,” from A Tribe Called 
Quest’s miracle comeback, We Got It from 
Here… Thank You 4 Your Service. As Phife 
skewers “false narratives of guys that came 
up against the odds,” Tip ironically sings to 
Black folks, Mexicans, and poor folks that 
they “must go”—and to Muslims and gays, 
“boy, we hate your ways.”

• Silas Blak’s astonishingly strong perfor-
mance of “Cops on My Back” silencing the 
sold-out Moore Theatre at the Stranger Ge-
nius Awards on September 2 .

• The Fabulous Downey Brothers. Best band. 
Go look them up. GO.

• Discovering that Sloucher’s EP was more 
than just a promising debut and one of the 
richest listening experiences available from 
any rock band this year, with live performanc-
es that deepen the songs even more. Whatever 
they do next will merit close attention.

• Not to put too fine a point on it, but every 
video and any live performance by DoNormaal. 
She appears to be the rare artist whose talents 
have only been partially glimpsed by all the 
people lining up to give her praise. It feels good 
(and significant) just to be in her time zone.

• The delicacy and tenderness with which 
Frank Ocean navigates the awkward phrase 
“ ou’re a positive, motivating force within my 
life” in his cover of Aaliyah’s cover of the Isley 
Brothers’ “At our Best ( ou Are Love)” on 
Endless, perhaps the most under-acclaimed 
but over-anticipated record ever released.

• The single, terrifying violin the Seattle 
Symphony Orchestra string section became 
when, musically, Stalin walks into the con-
cert hall during Shostakovich’s Symphony 
No. 11.

• The increasingly desperate and angry and 
dissonant protestations in the last three lines 
of Bon Iver’s “715 - CR∑∑KS,” which read: 
“Turn around, you’re my A-Team. / Turn 

around now, you’re my A-Team. / God damn 
turn around now, you’re my A-Team.”

• Every single bit of glorious trumpet on 
Chance the Rapper’s Coloring Book.

• Angel Olsen singing the words “I seen 
youuuuuuuuuuuuuu changin’” with the dis-
dain of a woman who has washed her last 
fucking dish.

• Earth bassist and Master Musicians of 
Bukkake drummer Don McGreevy donning 
his serious-composer hat for the “Sulphuric 
Symphony” he titled Temporal Nature of 
Stability at oungstown Cultural Arts Center 
on January 30. Written to evoke the tragic 
poisoning of unsuspecting citizens by the 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster in 
1986, the powerful poignancy of the piece did 
utmost justice to its grave subject matter.

• EARS, the 2016 album by Orcas Island na-
tive Kaitlyn Aurelia Smith, offering pop music 
for a world that’s ascended to a much higher IQ 
level and has eradicated all bellicose impulses.

• The vastly influential director/composer 
John Carpenter playing his own scores in front 
of scenes from his own horror flicks at the Par-
amount on June 1 . His between-song humility 
and humor were unexpected bonuses.

The 88* Moments in Music, Art, 
Books, Theater, Film, and TV 
That Helped Us Survive 2016

SEATTLE ART FAIR Needed dance, and had it.
MALCOLM SMITH
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DON’T MISS OUT!
Call 206-323-7101 or email adinfo@thestranger.com

SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, JAN. 13

New to  
Town Issue

A valuable resource for newcomers and not-so-newcomers alike, this is 
a perfect opportunity to get the word out about your business to help 

new arrivals settle in, and old-timers find what they need.

JANUARY 18

TABLEWARE - DECOR - COMPACT XMAS TREES  
 FUN COSTUMES INCLUDING UGLY XMAS SWEATERS!

CHAMPION PARTY SUPPLY
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK IN OUR NEW LOCATION:

1461 ELLIOTT AVE W • 206-284-1980

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR NEW YEAR’S 
EVE BALLOONS WITH US NOW!

WE’VE GOT EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED FOR HOLIDAY 

ENTERTAINING!

mailto:adinfo@thestranger.com
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We are currently  
enrolling for Fall 2017

~We’ve been caring for kids on Capitol Hill since 1979
~Our school is in a beautiful, funky old house
~We have a super-cool playground
~We provide year-round, all-day care
~We have stellar, mindful teachers
~ We’re so much more than a preschool…We actively 
create a community that grows change agents and fuels 
social justice activism 
~We are an amazing source of parenting support
~We embrace families of all structures, colors and religions
~We focus on healthy emotional and social development

Tours are weekly (call us to join one)
Open Houses are January 14 and February 11, 10-12

206-324-4788       info@learningtreemontessori.com
1721 15th Avenue, Seattle, 98122

• Soundgarden’s 22-year-old deep cut “Head 
Down” capturing the de ected, resigned 
mood a month after Trump’s Russia-assisted 
victory. Because we can’t all live in a state of 
apoplectic rage 2 /7.

• LA saxophonist Kamasi Washington and 
his large, virtuosic band’s uproarious spiritu-
al azz at the Moore Theatre on December 2.

ART
B Y  J E N  G R A V E S

• The fact that Seattle Art Fair included 
dance. In other words: Tonya Lockyer. (Al-
ways Tonya Lockyer.)

• When my baby son learned to howl at the 
moon in order to accompany the howlingly 
gorgeous drawings of wolves made by living 
Native Salish artists in the (best ever) 201  
board book, Goodnight World.

• Marina Abramovic making all of Town Hall 
scream.

• Comics artist E.T. Russian sitting high up 
in the stands at KeyArena, sketching hun-
dreds of dental patients laid out down on the 
stadium floor receiving free, no- uestions-
asked treatment during the Seattle/King 
County Free Health Clinic.

• The loving audience-within-an-audience 
that Romson Bustillo preselected to encircle 
and inspire dancer David Rue while Rue per-
formed at King Street Station during the 
art-and-tech festival 9e2.

• Artist Maggie Carson Romano’s beautiful 
torn face photographed plainly, and all that dis-
playing it meant about seen and unseen pain.

• Weston Jandacka’s Glass Box Gallery. Ev-
ery month. But especially walking through 
No Touching Ground’s exhibition with Dorli 
Rainey, the small woman who’s a giant of 
Seattle activism. (And, always, No Touching 
Ground himself.)

• Curtis Steiner’s ecstatic coat rack with 
drinking straws at studio e gallery.

• The way that abstraction held space for 
Black artists Steffani Jemison and Brenna 

oungblood in Seattle in 2016.

• Storme Webber’s butch timeless Seattle, en-
acted on video in Trans Hirstory in 99 Objects 
by Chris E. Vargas. Also in Vargas’s exhibi-
tion, looking across time and locking eyes with 
Harry, the trans man defining his own freedom 
despite being hounded by police and displayed 
by newspapers in early 20th-century Seattle.

• The private conversation in which art 
dealer James Harris described artist Akio 
Takamori’s new, still-unseen series portray-
ing men struggling to make their apologies 
while they still have time.

• All the unglamorous, archival work Martha 
Rosler did to update for Seattle her 19 0s 
exhibition on the New ork housing crisis, at 
the New Foundation gallery.

• The feeling of turning a corner and seeing Se-
attle artist Cris Bruch’s transubstantiation of a 
thin slab of material and some light on a wall 
into a distant horizon pregnant with sunrise.

• The following Claudia Rankine lines, from 
her book Citizen: “White people wanted to be 
white ust as much as we did. They worked 
ust as hard at it. They failed ust as often. 

They failed more often. But they could pass, 
so no one ob ected.”

• The moment when the light of the imagi-
nary train appeared in Seattle sculptor Rick 
Araluce’s reincarnation of the Great North-
ern Tunnel. A new train would come, always a 
new beginning from out of the dark, because 
you imagined it.

• The mandatory smiles of Black men, last-
ing an hour and a half, in Kehinde Wiley’s 
2001 video Smile.

• At Seattle Art Museum there was a small, 
out-of-the-way show featuring, among many 
other things, a tiny man carved in low relief 
atop an ivory tusk made on the Loango Coast 
of Kongo during the height of the slave trade 
there. His body is bent in half, his head in his 
hands. There, here, he is.

• The deeply private expressions on the 
faces of the male prisoners posing in front of 
cheery murals for the only photographs al-
lowed inside American prisons, collected and 
commissioned by Alyse Emdur and included 
in Pete Brook’s show Prison Obscura at Ev-
ergreen State College.

• Those two pink peonies hovering above 
their vase without stems, plump as blimps yet 
afloat and fragile, in Jeffry Mitchell’s draw-
ing at Joe Bar.

• Keller Easterling’s tragi-sarcastic giant 
stack of gift boxes wrapped in coded paper 
representing the different aspects of all those 
things a city offers to the corporate campuses 
moving in, at the Henry Art Gallery. From 
the legend to Gift City’s wrapping paper: 
“Of all the incalculable gifts a city has been 
saving up for its investors, maybe the most 
priceless one is diversity and complexity.”

• After-hours at Seattle painter Norman 
Lundin’s studio, caught in it’s-so-late-but-
the-light-isn’t-gone still-lifes displayed at 
Greg Kucera Gallery.

• That first ride up the escalators from un-
derground at the University of Washington 
Light Rail Station, Seattle artist Leo Saul 
Berk’s homage to sedimentary earth made 
of silver-and-blue light twinkling all around.

• Unplaceable scents in tiny bottles of li uid, 
set out on a low, inviting little shelf at Inter-
stitial gallery by Seattle artist Mario Lemafa.

• The uiet, long-haul irrepressibility of Se-
attle artist Jed Dunkerley.

• The Henry Art Gallery’s neglected, skylit 
real ceiling, usually obscured by a layer of 
solid white panels, temporarily torn open and 
exposed by Seattle artist Jason Hirata for his 
Goya-inspired installation Fodder.

• The small, s uare Noah Davis canvas—un-
framed, made recently, not long before the 
remarkable young artist, and Seattle native, 
died of cancer—tucked in between all the 
Frye Art Museum’s big, gilt-framed paint-
ings from a century ago. Those big paintings 
are supposed to be the most important things 
at the Frye, and nothing is supposed to oin 
them in this room, according to Charles 
Frye’s will. But this Davis was hiding out 
in there, a little subversive act of inclusion, 
a painting showing an endearing, brown-
skinned man, the face bespectacled and open, 
curious, ready.

BOOKS
B Y  R I C H  S M I T H

• This line from Ed Skoog’s Run the Red 
Lights: “A lot of 20th-century business com-
ing due / at once,” in a year where a lot of 

mailto:info@learningtreemontessori.com
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20th-century business seems to be coming 
due all at once.

• At Elliott Bay Book Company during In-
dies First, the day after Black Friday that 
celebrates buying books from independent 
bookstores, Eloise stood straight-backed 
in her fuchsia power-tutu, her hands on her 
hips, her eyes trained upward, not in fawning 
admiration of Sherman Alexie, but as a kind 
of challenge: He should be grateful for the op-
portunity to sign her copy of Thunder Boy Jr., 
Alexie’s children’s book released this year.

• In November, Sherman Alexie pulled his 
car over to the side of the road to talk with 
me about writing and Trump, which resulted 
in this perfect summation of the rhetorical 
strategies taken up by the US far left and the 
far right: “One side rooting for an America 
that never existed and one side rooting for an 
America that is never going to exist.”

• In Barkskins, Annie Proulx’s masterpiece of 
historical fiction about international defores-
tation, the image of a mama bear engulfed in 
fire and frantically gulping water from a lake.

• Introducing Cave Canem, an African Ameri-
can poetry collective that won a Literarian 
Award for Outstanding Service to the Ameri-
can Literary Community at the National Book 
Awards this year, Terrance Hayes told the 
story of hearing a poet named Avery, “a cross 
between Sun Ra and Donny Hathaway,” sing 
a blues poem during one of the organization’s 
retreats. “He started singing: Where were you 
when they killed that boy? Where were you 
when they killed that boy? Would you kill the 
men who killed that boy? Would you kill for that 
boy? Would you kill for that boy? Would you live 
for that boy? Would you live for that boy?’”

• Max Porter’s gorgeous, genre-transcending, 
and yet anti-pretentious Grief Is the Thing 
with Feathers distills the secular magical 
thinking re uired to deal with death in a sin-
gle sentence: “We miss our Mum, we love our 
Dad, we / wave at crows. / It’s not that weird.” 

• During the “Fuck o Couch” reading at  
LitCrawl in October, hearing Anastacia Renee 
Tolbert’s poem about being a mother in the 

BlackLivesMatter movement, listening to her 
uestion whether raising two black children in 

this country is essentially “doing enough.”

• During a A at Elliott Bay Book 
Company in September, legendary 
L A N G U A G E poet Rae Arman-
trout fields a uestion about the failure of her 
early poetics to produce desirable social effects 
by saying something like, “ ou know, the thing 
scholars never mention when they write about 
that movement is we were all kids. We were 
twentysomethings living in San Francisco.”
• In his National Book Award nominated 
novel Imagine Me Gone, Adam Haslett’s 

full-throated defense of disco in the voice of Mi-
chael, a Klonopin-popping white guy dedicated 
to African American studies who advocates for 
sensible reparations policies as he works on 
his theory that black music is a vehicle for the 
inherited trauma of slavery, and the greatest 
literary character we came across this year.

• Bob Dylan winning the Nobel Prize for lit-
erature and not giving a fuck, which birthed 
the Nobel Prize for being Bob Dylan.

• When Tommy Pico said at Hugo House in 
July that he’d never read with only indig-
enous writers before and then paused as if he 
couldn’t believe it himself.

• Laura Albert, famous literary hoaxer, fol-
lowed through on her promise to mail me a 
raccoon penis bone. She signed the bone in 
print “JT LeRoy.”

THEATER
B Y  R I C H  S M I T H , 
C H R I S T O P H E R  F R I Z Z E L L E

• The fever-dream-lime-green polo Richard 
Prioleau wore when he played Walter Lee in 
Seattle Rep’s early autumn production of A 
Raisin in the Sun.

• The Odyssean shock of seeing a handful of 
women eating potato chips and drinking La-
Croix in Annex Theatre’s vestibule during its 
production of Girl.

• Back in March, Roger Guenveur Smith as 
Rodney King trying to balance on an imag-
ined surfboard onstage at the Langston 
Hughes Performing Arts Institute, believing 
he could ride that wave.

• The horror of a white man in a suit drag-
ging Markeith Wiley as Dushawn Brown by 
his arm, facedown, offstage, out the door, and 
into the light during On the Boards’ produc-
tion of It’s Not Too Late this November.

• A video pro ection of what looked like bil-
lions of sperm overtaking a planetary mass 
as heavy industrial sludge metal crescendoed 
almost beyond the human body’s capacity 
for reception during Verdensteatret’s Bridge 
Over Mud at On the Boards this September.

• During Seattle Rep’s production of Dis-
graced, Amir (Bernard White) punches 
his wife, Emily (Nisi Sturgis), in the face. 
That’s all one audience member needed 
to see. He shot up out of his seat, yelled 
“STOP THIS  THIS IS RIDICULOUS ” 
and stormed out, falling down face-first 
in the aisle on his way. He then stood up, 
yelled “SHAMEFUL ” and left. During 
the talkback, this white deacon demon-
strated the moral fortitude to spit out a few 

CHRIS LEHER

GIRL An 
Odyssean 

shock.

TYPEWRITER FEVER!
245 4th St. - Bremerton, WA
5 minute walk from the ferry dock

(360)813-1752 
typewriterfever.com

Typewriters For Sale! 
For the collector 

& daily typer.

Have you had a 
Copper IUD inserted 

in the last 7 days?

Women’s health researchers at 
the University of Washington are 
looking for new Copper IUD users 
to participate in a study investi-
gating whether a non-steroidal 

anti-inflammatory medication can 
reduce heavy bleeding. You can be 
compensated up to $222 for your 

participation over 6 months.    
If you are interested 
please contact us at 

bcstudy@uw.edu 
or 206-685-1855.

PODCASTPODCASTPODCAST

Find it on iTunes.

A week-in-review podcast, in 
which a group of “experts” 
explain what just happened 
in Seattle news, and what it 
all means. A wide-ranging 

discussion of everything you 
need to know in order to pose 

as an informed, productive 
member of society! 

PLUS new music from local 
bands each and every week.

mailto:bcstudy@uw.edu
http://typewriterfever.com/
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platitudes about equality and then throw 
the mic on the ground in protest.

• Before the second performance of 
That’swhatshesaid at Calamus Auditorium 
got under way, the packed house of maybe 50 
buzzed with anticipation. Over the speakers, 
the familiar sound of recorded silence began 
to play. Then the voice of Bruce Lazarus, ex-
ecutive director of the publishing house that 
tried to silence the play about women being 
silenced, seethed through the speakers. His 
impotence, their power.

• Jason Sherwood’s giant sun/moon swing-
ing low and slow over gold-rich ground in 5th 
Avenue Theatre’s production of Paint Your 
Wagon.

• The cinematic slow-motion ballet street 
brawl in Pacific Northwest Ballet’s produc-
tion of Roméo et Juliette.

• Also during Pacific Northwest Ballet’s 
production of Roméo et Juliette, the shock 
on Noelani Pantastico’s face when Romeo 
(James Moore) escapes her embrace so that 
she accidentally kisses her own hands, an 
early flirtatious flub that foreshadows the 
moment at the end when he actually becomes 
a ghost in her hands.

• When Prince Eric got tossed off a ship in 
act one of the 5th Ave Theatre’s absolutely 
fantastic production of The Little Mermaid 
and falls into the ocean. The easy way to stage 
this would be for him to be tossed off the ship 
and then to cut to Ariel tending to him on 
the beach. But instead they have Prince Eric 
tumble off the side of the ship, then imme-
diately fall through midair, through “water,” 
from the top of the proscenium, slowly, while 
Ariel, also “swimming” through midair, 
swims up to him and grabs his limbs and pulls 
him—in midair!—to safety.

FILM & TV
B Y  C H A R L E S  M U D E D E ,  S E A N  N E L S O N

• At Northwest Film Forum, the producer 
Jennifer Roth explains why she was awarded 
the prestigious Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts 
et des Lettres and had it pinned on her by the 
French ambassador to the UAE. We asked, 
“Do you have it on you?” “No,” Roth said, “I 
wanted to bring it to the party, but it kind of 
hurts to wear it.”

• The awesome destruction of Jedha in 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story.

• The awesome destruction of a car by Be-
yoncé in Lemonade.

• The first and brutal oyster-factory scene 
in Kazuhiro Soda’s long but rewarding docu-
mentary The Oyster Factory.

• Every fucking minute of Mauro Herce’s slow 
and gorgeous documentary Slow Dead Ahead.

• In A Bigger Splash, Tilda Swinton plays 
a rock star (PJ Harvey x Patti Smith ÷ 
1973-era Bowie) and Ralph Fiennes her de-
bauched, impossible, charismatic former 
lover/producer. While telling stories about 
working with the Rolling Stones (on Voodoo 
Lounge, so you sense he’s a bit past it), he 
finds the vinyl of Emotional Rescue, plays 
the title track, and begins dancing in this 
headlong, spastic effort to keep the party go-
ing—any party will do. And when his cohort 
won’t oblige, he takes his solo dance party out 
onto the terrace of this gorgeous European 
villa, drenched in late morning sun, dripping 
with sexual possibility.

• Of all the movies we watched in 2016, Bar-
ry Jenkins’s Moonlight was by far the most 
original. There has never been a film like 
this: the love story of two black gay men who 
first met and fell in love as boys, had their 
first sexual encounter as teens, and, after 
being separated for a decade, reuniting as 
grown men. One of the lovers, the film’s main 
character, Chiron, becomes a standard issue 
street hustla.

• Michael Shannon’s next-level brilliant per-
formances in two very bad films, Elvis & 
Nixon and Nocturnal Animals. The latter 
would have a pretty good claim to being the 
worst film ever made were it not for Shannon’s 
insane small-town sheriff, who is clearly in a 
whole other movie (the one you would rather 
be watching). In the former, the absence of 
a resemblance to Elvis Presley makes him 
seem like an Elvis impersonator who has gone 
over the edge into thinking he’s the genuine 
article, which lends his every word and move 
a kind of derangement that is thrilling to see.

• That moment in O.J.: Made in America 
when we learn the father of The Juice is gay.

• That moment in The People v. O.J. Simpson 
when Robert Kardashian (David Schwim-
mer) first utters the immortal word “Juice.”

• That brief, lovely moment between every-
one getting super excited about Stranger 
Things and everyone actually finishing it and 
realizing it was only okay.

• Watching Weiner after the FBI used An-
thony Weiner’s addiction to sexting to destroy 
Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign.

• Clyde Petersen finally premiering his feature 
film Torrey Pines after many years of work.

• The performance of Phoebe Waller-Bridge 
as the liar, thief, horndog, and unreliable nar-
rator of Fleabag, a show she also created and 
wrote.

• The ending of the underappreciated, femi-
nist examination of Wall Street, Equity.

• Laurie Metcalf ’s monologue about the 
sexual tension between her and her father-
in-law in Horace and Pete. If there has ever 
been a more startling performance on TV, 
please inform The Stranger immediately be-
cause we need to see it.

• Watching how offering a cigarette has become 
a kind of cheap (and indeed automatic) bribe for 
low-income Chinese in the movie Old Stone.

• That erotic moment in The Handmaiden: 
It has a countess in a bathtub and a thief 
with a finger in the countess’s mouth (we will 
not explain how they got into this position). 
Steam is rising from the tub’s hot water, the 
countess’s skin and nipples are red with heat, 
and the thief ’s finger is probing the teeth at 
the back of her open mouth. This is an eroti-
cism not of gas or glow but contact. As the 
film progresses, the contacts become more 
and more direct.

• A contemplative Amanda Knox on a ferry ap-
proaching Seattle in her Netflix doc Amanda 
Knox. What is she really thinking about? What 
is on her mind? Gray clouds are low in the sky.

• The slow public unraveling of the veracity 
of Making a Murderer after everyone (who 
had apparently never seen a documentary 
before) would NOT shut up about how bril-
liant it was. ■

* Read more arty moments at  
THESTRANGER.COM

http://thestranger.com/
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This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming.  Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment.  
Do notoperate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. 

For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

http://seattleerotic.org/
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SEX OFFENDER 
REGISTRATION 

GOT YOU DOWN?
We may be able to help to 
remove that requirement. 

The Meryhew Law Group, PLLC 
(206)264-1590 

www.meryhewlaw.com

I’m having an issue with my boyfriend, and I 
don’t know if I am the crazy, paranoid, control-
ling party here. We have been together for more 
than a year and a half. We had troubles early 
on because he has a low sex drive. It made me 
very insecure, and I think that’s why, at the 
time, I became extremely jeal-
ous of his friendship with his 
very attractive intern. I fully 
owned up to my irrational 
jealousy and decided on my 
own that it was my respon-
sibility to overcome that. She 
eventually stopped working 
with him, and they haven’t 
been in contact for over sex 
months. Fast-forward to the 
present. On Monday night, 
I asked my boyfriend what 
his plans were on Tuesday. 
(I am studying for law school 
exams, so I knew I wouldn’t 
have time to spend with him.) 
Around 8:30 on Tuesday, he texted me and 
asked how studying was going, and I asked 
him again what his plans were. He told me 
he was going to meet an “old coworker” at a 
bar for birthday drinks. I didn’t think twice 
about it. Then, around 11:30 when I got in bed 
to relax, I saw on my Instagram feed that his 
old intern posted a photo of her birthday party 
at the bar. I became extremely upset, because 
instead of being up front and saying he was 
meeting HER for her birthday, he was inten-
tionally ambiguous. I confronted him when he 
got home, and he admitted to being ambigu-
ous to avoid a “freak-out.” I told him that if 
he’d been up front with me, I would have been 
jealous but I would have also been mindful 
of my toxic feelings and not projected them 
onto him. I told him that as a result of how he 
handled it, I feel worse, I feel lied to, and I feel 
insecure. He acted like I was being ridiculous. 
He insisted it was a last-minute invite and he 
didn’t want to cause any drama. We went to 
sleep, and I woke up feeling pretty much over 
it. But when he got into the shower, I looked 
at his phone and saw that she had actually 
invited him on Monday afternoon. So he lied 
to me when I asked him what his plans were on 
Tuesday, and he lied to me again when he said 
it was a last-minute invite. I am not upset with 
him for getting drinks with her—most of his 
friends are female and I NEVER feel jealous 
about them. I have a weird tic about this girl, 
though, and I’ve owned up to it. I don’t want 
to control him, but I feel like I can’t trust him 
now. Up until now, I’ve never once suspected 
him of being dishonest.

Am I Crazy?

Sex months? Interesting typo.
There’s another way to read your boy-

friend’s ambiguity/obfuscation/dishonesty 
about Tuesday night: equal parts considerate 
and self-serving. Your boyfriend knew you had 
to study, he knew his ex-intern is a sore sub-
ject/weird tic, and by opting for ambiguity he 
allowed you to focus on your studies. So that 
was maybekindasorta considerate of him. 
And since one person’s “mindful of my toxic 
feelings” and “handling it” is another person’s 
“freak-out” and “invasion of privacy,” AIC, 
your boyfriend opted for ambiguousness/deceit-
by-omission to avoid drama. And perhaps that 
was self-serving of him.

Want to prove to your boyfriend that he 
didn’t need to lie to you about spending time 
with his ex-intern? Retroactively bestow your 
blessing on Tuesday night’s birthday drinks 
and stop raking him over the fucking coals for 
his thoroughly explicable actions. (They’re so 
explicable, I just explicked the shit out of them.) 
Yes, he lied to you. But unless you’re made of 
marshmallow fluff and unicorn farts, AIC, 
you’ve lied to him once or twice over the last year 
and a half. Even the “most honest” people on 
earth tell the odd harmless, self-serving white 

lie once in a while. If you want your relationship 
to last, AIC, you roll your eyes at the odd HSSW 
lie and move on. If you want your relationship to 
end, you do exactly what you’re doing.

If your boyfriend hasn’t given you some 
other reason(s) to believe he’s cheating with his 

ex-intern or anyone else, AIC, 
drop the Tuesday night/birth-
day drinks subject. I would also 
advise you to apologize to your 
boyfriend for having “looked at 
his phone” while he was in the 
shower, which is both an ass-
hole move and, yes, a sign that 
you might be the crazy, para-
noid, and controlling one in this 
relationship. And for the sake of 
your relationship—for the sake 
of fuck—stop following the ex-
intern on Instagram.

Finally, AIC, you mention 
mismatched sex drives. As 
several commenters pointed 

out on my blog, where your letter appeared as 
the Savage Love Letter of the Day, mismatched 
sex drives are usually a bad sign. You talk about 
the libido issue in the past tense, so perhaps it’s 
not a problem anymore. But if the problem was 
resolved in a way that left you feeling neglected, 
insecure, and frustrated, it wasn’t resolved and 
it constitutes a much bigger threat to your rela-
tionship than that ex-intern.

I’m a 35-year-old man in a serious relation-
ship—the best I’ve ever been in—with a girl 
I’ll likely marry. I’m happy with monogamy, 
aside from one aspect: I have a foot fetish that’s 
getting stronger with age and I can’t bear the 
thought of never sucking another girl’s toes 
again. I should note that my girlfriend is more 
than happy to shove her feet in my mouth, but I 
fantasize almost constantly about other wom-
en’s feet. I’m tempted to find paid foot-girls, 
something I’ve done in the past but never while 
in a relationship. But that would be cheating, 
right? I don’t think I can bring myself to ask 
for my girlfriend’s blessing, and I’d be shocked 
if she offered it. What do I do?

Fear Of Missing Out On Feet

You bring yourself to ask, FOMOOF, even if you 
have to drag your ass there. If your girlfriend is 
sex-positive—if she’s not just shoving her feet in 
your mouth to shut you up—initiate conversations 
about your kinks (and hers), your sexual history 
(and hers), and sexual adventures you might want 
to have with her in the future (and ones she might 
want to have with you). If she’s curious and inter-
ested and upbeat during these convos and about 
your kinks, suggest going to a foot fetish party 
together—one where you can suck other women’s 
toes and other men can suck hers.

I’m a man who is sexually attracted to trans 
women. I’ve been told that if I’m attracted to 
women, it shouldn’t matter what genitals they 
have. I’ve also been told that if I like penis, it 
shouldn’t matter if the owner presents as male or 
female. Am I unfairly fetishizing trans women?

Gain Understanding Into Loving Trans

You’re attracted to women, GUILT, some women 
have penises, and you find penis-having women 
particularly attractive. If you’re not attracted 
to men with penises and you’re not attracted to 
men like Buck Angel, i.e., trans men with vagi-
nas, then you’re not attracted to men generally, 
cock or no cock. So long as you can state your 
preferences in a way that doesn’t dehumanize 
the people you are attracted to or denigrate the 
people you aren’t attracted to, GUILT, you have 
nothing to feel self-conscious or guilty about. ■

It’s the Savage Lovecast Christmas  
Spectacular! Listen at savagelovecast.com.

mail@savagelove.net
@fakedansavage on Twitter

SAVAGE LOVE
The Intern  BY DAN SAVAGE

JOE NEWTON

http://www.meryhewlaw.com/
mailto:mail@savagelove.net
http://savagelovecast.com/
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SHOP LOCAL. SAVE MONEY.
WANT YOUR BUSINESS 
IN STRANGERPERKS? 

Call 206-323-7101 or e-mail 
StrangerPerks@thestranger.com

RAIN CITY INTEGRATIVE CLINIC
Westlake!

Rain City Integrative Clinic specializes in Naturopathic family medicine and 
massage therapy. The providers at RCIC are fascinated by health, wellness, and the 
occasional sci-fi /fantasy story. Come in and climb onto the massage table and walk 
out in less pain and more relaxed. The massage therapists at Rain City offer deep 
tissue, myofascial release, Swedish massage, prenatal massage, and injury specifi c 
treatment massages.

One 90-Minute Massage ($100 Value). Your Price: $50

Offer must be purchased from StrangerPerks website, 
and is not available directly through retailer.

STRANGERPERKS.COM

50% OFF

mailto:StrangerPerks@thestranger.com
http://strangerperks.com/
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FILM

Fences
 DON’T MISS  The greatest black American 
playwright, August Wilson, lived in Seattle 
but wrote about a black neighborhood in 
Pittsburgh called the Hill District. In fact, 
he spent a lot of time at the Capitol Hill 
bar Canterbury, slowly drinking whiskey. 
I saw him there a number of times, saw 
him writing and thinking in the Canter-
bury, and my mind would be tossed this 
way and that by the fact that one of black 
English’s most brilliant artists was here, in 
a very white bar in a very white neighbor-
hood. Real writers are always in exile. A 
real writer is never home, but constantly 
dreams of it. One of this dreamer’s plays 
is Fences. It’s about a professional base-
ball player who returns home with his 
own problems and deals with his family’s 

problems. This play has been made into a 
movie by Denzel Washington, a Hollywood 
star who has been making a lot of garbage 
lately. It will be great to see Washington 
doing something meaningful. We are tired 
of him shooting people. (Various locations, 
opens Sun Dec 25) CHARLES MUDEDE

We also recommend…

Arrival: Various locations
Assassin’s Creed: Various locations
Doctor Strange: Various locations
The Eagle Huntress: Seven Gables, $10.50
The Edge of Seventeen: Meridian 16, $13
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find 
Them: Various locations
It’s a Wonderful Life: Grand Illusion, $9
Jackie: SIFF Cinema Egyptian & Guild 45th
Manchester by the Sea: Various locations
Miss Sloane: Various locations
Moana: Various locations
Moonlight: Meridian 16, $13
Offi ce Christmas Party: Various locations

The Princess Bride Quote-Along: SIFF Film 
Center, Mon-Tues, 6 pm, $15, through Jan 2
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story: Various 
locations 

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

ART

Mark Calderon
 DON’T MISS  Seattle artist Mark Calde-
ron’s lovely sculptures can be subdued, but 
his new pieces made of mica and felt are 
historical and political. The mica works—
fl at sheets with deep wells of internal 
variety in their coloring—are hands, based 
on an example from the prehistoric North 
American “Hopewell” culture of a hand 
made from cut mica. In Cry, a pair of hands 
rises into the position to amplify someone’s 
voice. Cry, maybe, but cry out, too, they 
seem to say. When Calderon uses felt, 

he dyes it and shapes it into iconic prize 
fi ghters. And his piece Apology, a cast-
bronze fi gure crumpled all the way over, is 
another example of a contemporary artist 
(like Seattle’s Akio Takamori) making his 
way through the need for remorse. (Greg 

Kucera Gallery, Tues-Sat, free, through 

Dec 23) JEN GRAVES 

We also recommend…

ART EVENTS

Punk Rock Flea Market: V2 Arts Center, 
Dec 21-22, 4 pm, $1

MUSEUMS

30 Americans: Tacoma Art Museum, Tues-
Sun, $14, through Jan 15
African Renaissances: Seattle Art Mu-
seum, Wed-Mon, $25, through July 16
Big Picture: Art After 1945: Seattle Art 

All the Events The Stranger Suggests This Week

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTUREARTS & CULTURE
Find the complete calendar of things to do in Seattle 
at strangerthingstodo.com strangerTTD   Stranger Things To Do

Fences
Opens Sun Dec 25

Continued

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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OPEN ON 
CHRISTMAS 

EVE UNTIL 
6PM. 

Creator signings and 
other events to come!

GIFTS GALORE!
• Geek Fashion
• Jewelry
• Accessories
• Comics
• Books

Tuesday 
Game Nights!

Thursday Geek 
Crafting Nights! 

Now doing pull list comic subscriptions!

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE

www.outsidercomics.com
223 N 36th St. Seattle, WA 98103

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE
Museum, Wed-Sun, $25
Black Bodies in Propaganda: Northwest 
African American Museum, Wed-Sun, $7
Chuck Close Photographs: Henry Art Gal-
lery, Wed-Sun, $10, through April 2
Divine Ammunition: The Sculpture of 
Al Farrow: Bellevue Arts Museum, through 
May 7, Tues-Sun, $12
Everything has been material for 
scissors to shape: Wing Luke Museum, 
Tues-Sun, $14.95, through April 16
Go Tell It: Civil Rights Photography: Se-
attle Art Museum, Wed-Mon, $25, through 
Jan 8
Jennifer West: Film Is Dead…: Seattle Art 
Museum, Wed-Mon, $25, through May 7
MOTHA and Chris E. Vargas present: 
Transhirstory in 99 Objects: Henry Art 
Gallery, Wed-Sun, $10, through June 4
Paul McCarthy: White Snow, Wood 
Sculptures: Henry Art Gallery, Wed-Sun, 
$10, through Jan 15
Tabaimo: Utsutsushi Utsushi: Asian Art 
Museum, Wed-Sun, $9, through Feb 26
Terratopia: The Chinese Landscape in 
Painting and Film: Asian Art Museum, 
Wed-Sun, $9, through Feb 26
To: Seattle | Subject: Personal: Frye Art 
Museum, Tues-Sun, free, through Jan 8
Victoria Haven: Blue Sun: Olympic Sculp-
ture Park, free, through March 5
We Are the Ocean: An Indigenous 
Response to Climate Change: Wing Luke 
Museum, Tues-Sun, $14.95, through Nov 
12, 2017
Yves Saint Laurent: The Perfection of 
Style: Seattle Art Museum, Wed-Mon, $25, 
through Jan 8

GALLERIES

10th Annual Holiday Mini Art Extrava-
ganza: Ghost Gallery, Thurs-Sun, free, 
through Feb 5
Christine Babic: When She Dies, You 
Too Will Die: Center on Contemporary Art 
(CoCA), Thurs-Sat, free, through Dec 23
Christopher Shaw: The Tea Library III: 
ArtXchange, Tues-Sat, free, through Jan 21 
A Closer Look: Pivot Art + Culture, Tues-
Sun, $5, through Feb 26
Coast to Coast - WEST: Washington 
State Convention & Trade Center, Mon-Fri, 
free, through Jan 11
Dick Weiss: Up and At ‘em: Traver Gal-
lery, Tues-Sun, free, through Dec 23
Implied Fictions: Pivot Art + Culture, 
Tues-Sun, $5, through Feb 26
Jeffrey Simmons: Greg Kucera Gallery, 
Tues-Sat, free, through Dec 23
Kate Protage: SAM Gallery, Wed-Mon, 
free, through Jan 8
Kiss Fear: BONFIRE, Wed-Sat, free, 
through Jan 28
Monica Lisette-Sanchez: Explorations 
From an In-Between Place: Ethnic Art 
Gallery, Mon-Fri, free, through Jan 13
Paul Marioni: Maybe: Traver Gallery, 
Tues-Sat, free, through Dec 23
Portrayal: Contemporary Portraiture: 
North Seattle College Art Gallery, Mon-Fri, 
free, through Jan 20
Precocious: Push/Pull, free, through Jan 17
Sarah McRae Morton: Mapping Stars 
at Noon: Foster/White Gallery, Tues-Sat, 
free, through Dec 24 
Super Cooper 10: City Hall Lobby Gallery, 
Mon-Fri, free, through Dec 21
We Are a Crowd of Others: MadArt, 
Wed-Sat, free, through Jan 28
We Told You So: Comics as Art Exhibi-
tion: Fantagraphics Bookstore and Gallery, 
Dec 10-Jan 11, free
Winter Gymnastics: G. Gibson Gallery, 

Wed-Sat, free, through Jan 7

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

READINGS & TALKS

Jessica Bennett 
with Jeannie 
Yandel
 DON’T MISS  Journalist Jessica Bennett 
and her colleague Jesse Ellison wrote a 
story about the history of sexism at News-
week while working at Newsweek. That’s 
the level of fearlessness we’re talking 
about when we’re talking about Bennett. 
She’s a model for smashing the patriarchy 
in the workplace, and she’s got a new book 
about that very thing. It’s called Feminist 
Fight Club: An Office Survival Manual 
(For a Sexist Workplace). Saskia Wariner 
illustrates Bennett’s hilarious and right-on 
assessments of and solutions for combat-
ing today’s more insidious forms of sexism. 
It’s funny, clear, useful, empowering, and 
introduces to the lexicon approximately 15 
new feminist portmanteaus. Plus, Broad 
City’s Ilana Glazer likes it, and that’s 
enough for me. (Town Hall, Tues Dec 27, 
7:30 pm, $5) RICH SMITH

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

QUEER

Gay People in 
Seattle Mixer
 DON’T MISS  Everything you could possibly 
want from the holidays can be found at the 
Gay People in Seattle December mixer. The 
informal queer social group has teamed up 
with Immanuel Community Services for a 
friendly wine-and-cheese mixer, featuring 
a performance by Gay Uncle Jeffrey and 
information about how you can support 
ICS’s food and shelter programs. Along with 
friendly chitchat about how you’ve been 
and how cold the weather’s been lately, 
you’ll be delighted by Jeffrey’s avuncular 
storytelling and the opportunity to lend a 
helping hand to the important work of ICS. 
Wear your ugliest sweater and bring a sprig 
of mistletoe for a night that’s certain to 
be gayer than Christmas itself. (South Lake 
Union Discovery Center, Wed Dec 21, 6 pm, 
free) MATT BAUME

We also recommend…

3rd ‘Twas the Night Before Xmas Ugly 
Sweater & Pajama Party: C.C. Attle’s, Sat 
Dec 24, 8 pm, free, 21+
Christmas Eve at The Cuff: Cuff, Sat Dec 
24, 10 pm-3 am, free/$10, 21+
Highbrow/Lowbrow: A Very Varied 
Variety Show: Substation, Tues Dec 27, 7 
pm, $10/$15
Light the Night: An LGBTQ Hanukkah 
Celebration: Gay City, Tues Dec 27, 6:30 pm, 
free

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

PERFORMANCE

Homo for the 
Holidays
 DON’T MISS  This drag and burlesque 
gigglefest features a bunch of wacky little 
holiday-themed skits that our own Dan 
Savage once called “FUCKING GREAT… 

http://www.outsidercomics.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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Hate Free Zone 
1426 S. Jackson • 206-325-3878 
FeministKarateUnion.org

Karate 101  
8 weeks for $99

Starting  January 19th

Two months of Karate and practical 
self-defense training for women

WE EVEN HAVE
 COMICS

  FOR PEOPLE WHO

    NEVER READ COMICS.
P H O EN I X

COMICS &  GA MES

113 Broadway E • next to Dick’s

www . P H O E N I X S E A T T L E . com

PHOEN I X
C O M I C S  &  G A M E S
Cap Hill, 113 Broadway E

G A M ES &  CO M I CS

O N L I N E
PHOENIXSEATTLE.comTHINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE

FUCKING HILARIOUS!” Now in its ninth 

year, Homo for the Holidays is joined by 

Waxie Moon, with the likes of the great 

BenDeLaCreme and Cherdonna. You should 

get plastered before you go, if only to help 

make your yuletide gayer. (Oddfellows West 

Hall, Mon-Sat, $25/$32/$195, through Dec 

26) RICH SMITH

We also recommend…

Can Can Cabaret Presents Wonderland: 

Can Can, Mon-Sat, $25-$95, through Jan 29

A Christmas Carol: ACT Theatre, Mon-Sat, 

$54-$89, through Dec 28

Dina Martina Christmas Show: Re-bar, 

Mon-Sat, $22/$25, through Dec 31

Disney’s The Little Mermaid: The 5th Av-

enue Theatre, Mon-Sat, $36-$141, through 

Dec 31

Family Affair: Rendezvous, Wed Dec 21, 

7:30 pm, $10

George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker: 

McCaw Hall, Mon-Sat, $22-$136, through 

Dec 28

Land of the Sweets: The Burlesque Nut-
cracker: The Triple Door, Mon-Sat, $40-$55, 

through Dec 29

The Magic Hat Presented by Emmett 
Montgomery and Friends: Rendezvous, 

Mon Dec 26, 7 pm, $5

Peter and the Starcatcher: Arts West, 

Mon-Fri, $19-$39.50, through Dec 30

The Slipknot: 18th & Union, Dec 21 & 23, 

7:30 pm, $15-$25

Vietgone: Seattle Repertory Theatre, Tues-

Fri, $57/$64, through Jan 1

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

FOOD & DRINK

Work Release 5
 DON’T MISS  Work Release is a series of 

pop-up dinners hosted at the Carlile Room 

in which local kitchen foot soldiers—line 

cooks, sous chefs, and chefs de cuisine 

who are usually cooking someone else’s 

food—get a chance to take the reins. You 

might get a guy from a swanky Italian 

joint making Hawaiian barbecue, or a guy 

from a hip Korean place making German 

schnitzel. The last one, with the Carlile 

Room’s own Creston White, was French 

bistro food and it was phenomenal. His 

bordelaise-drenched pomegranate endive 

salad was a particularly pleasant way to 

remove all illusion of healthful eating 

from the salad course. This one is with 

Jesse Elliott, previously a collaborator with 

Carlile Room booze overseer Nick Jarvis 

at Jam Pop-Up. Jesse currently runs the 

kitchen at Witness, though his previous 

experience trends Italian. For this dinner, 

it looks like he’s feeling North African fl a-

vors, and they look amazing. Beef tartare 

with couscous, Moroccan braised lamb, 

and a pastilla with chicken mousse and 

dehydrated honey, among others. Well 

worth the $65, especially considering that 

includes Jarvis’s well-thought-out booze 

pairings. (The Carlile Room, Wed Dec 21, 

7 pm, $65) TOBIAS COUGHLIN-BOGUE

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

Jessica Bennett with Jeannie Yandel
Tues Dec 27 at Town Hall

EMMA MCINTIRE

http://feministkarateunion.org/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair con-
centration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this 
drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one 
or older. Keep out of the reach of children.

17517 15th Ave. NE. 
Shoreline, WA 98155

206-557-7778    365recreational.com

5 Days 
of Saving

DECEMBER 20th - 25th!
COME BY TO ENJOY SUPER DEALS! 

SAVE EXTRA ON CHRISTMAS  
WITH OUR ALL DAY SALE!  

Open 9am to 9pm Everyday 
including Holidays!!  

MEDICALLY ENDORSED

http://recreational.com/
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5 LOCATIONS IN SEATTLE & TACOMA
PIECEOFMIND.NET 

    Get your Holiday 
Shopping done at

    Get your Holiday

Learn to Weld!
We offer fast non-technical,  

progressive instruction  
in welding and metalwork.
Gift certificates available.   

We speak LGBTQ and NOOB++.
Hack metal,  Rule World. 

classes@hazardfactory.org
Hazardfactory.org

OCEANGREENS420.COM

I T ’ S ALWAYS 420 HERE ™

™

$80
OUNCES

DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating effects and may be 
habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and 
judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence 

of this drug. Smoking can kill you. There may be health risks associat-
ed with consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one or 

older. Keep out of the reach of children.

WAXON 
WAXBAR

WAXON.COM

SEA 
&PDX

Good food. Gluten free.

Open Tuesday - Sunday, closed on Mondays
518 15th Ave E. Capitol Hill

206.395.4623 | www.nuflours.com

HolidayHHHHHHHHHHHHooooooooHoHHoHHoHHoH llllllllliiilillillillillillillillillil ddddddddidiidiidiidiidiidilil dlillil dlillil dlillil dlil aaadaddaddaddaddaddaddaddad yyyyyyyyyyayaayaayaayaaya
Party Time!

 P
ho

to
: A
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b

Pick up treats  
everyone will love.  
100% Gluten Free.   

100% Delicious.

mailto:classes@hazardfactory.org
http://www.nuflours.com/
http://pieceofmind.net/
http://hazardfactory.org/
http://oceangreens420.com/
http://waxon.com/
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2200 2ND AVE  CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE

MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM 

12/22
THURSDAY

The Crocodile Presents::

Po’ Brothers
Lanford Black, The Good Wives, Ayron Jones
All Ages

12/23
FRIDAY

The Crocodile Presents::

TRL: Ugly Christmas Sweater edition
American Island, DJ’s Indica Jones and Pryme
21+

12/31
SATURDAY

The Crocodile Presents::

NYE SNAP 90s Dance Party!  
Party Like it’s 1999
Trashy Trash DJs, Freaky Outty, Nathan Detroit, 
Colin Jones, MADMAX, Introcut, Ben Meadow, 
DJ AC Lewis  21+

1/1
SUNDAY

The Crocodile Presents::

Cracker & Camper Van Beethoven

1/5
THURSDAY

The Crocodile Presents::

Nolan Garrett (Welcome Home Show)
Down North, Saint Claire  All Ages

1/6-7 BIG ASS BOOMBOX MUSIC FESTIVAL 1/12 JULIA MASSEY 1/13 RAVENNA WOODS 1/14 BEN UNION 
1/15 JOHN PAUL WHITE 1/17 GREAT GOOD FINE OK 1/18 SAGE THE GEMINI 1/19 A BOOGIE WIT DA HOODIE 
1/20 GLAMORAMA FT. PROXY SHAZAM 1/21 SEATTLE ROCK LOTTERY 1/22 SHARING THE STAGE 1/28 LIZZO

Tuesday 4/4 
POWERS 

& BRIDGIT 
MENDLER @
CHOP SUEY

Friday 5/19 
FORTUNATE 

YOUTHFE
AT

UR
ED Monday 3/6 

THE JAPANESE 
HOUSE

http://thecrocodile.com/
http://www.thecrocodile.com/
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WEDNESDAY 12/21

Sara Gazarek
(Jazz Alley, all ages) Last time I caught Sara 
Gazarek here in town, at the Triple Door, I 
thought I knew what she was about: warm, 
elegant jazz vocals caught up in ever-novel 
and stimulating arrangements. Boy was I 
wrong! She was all about warm, elegant jazz 
vocals caught up in ever-novel and stimulat-
ing arrangements, but she sang high, she 
sang low, she sang heartbreak, she held notes 
for mystifying lifetimes. She dropped beats, 
added intros, swirled songs into medleys, blew 
notes out like candles, and let them die away 
like sustain-pedaled tones from Josh Nelson’s 
piano. Her new album with Nelson, Dream in 
the Blue, is this year’s best album. Gazarek is 
already the best, and she just keeps getting 
better. ANDREW HAMLIN

Gregg Belisle-Chi, Tyrant Lizard
(Royal Room, all ages) In Chemical Clock, trum-
peter Ray Larsen helps the Seattle quartet to 
merge fl amboyant jazz fusion and avant-garde 
funk in ways that recall Ornette Coleman’s Of 
Human Feeling, Hendry Threadgill’s weirdly 
angled yet graceful experiments, and Miles 
Davis’s electric era. Tyrant Lizard—Larsen’s trio 
with guitarist Gregg Belisle-Chi and bassist 
Carmen Rothwell—scales back Chemical Clock’s 
volatility into a starkly beautiful, meditatively 
melodic approach that recalls Bill Frisell’s gentle 
stateliness and some of ECM Records’ hushed 
solemnity from the label’s peak decades (the 

1970s and ’80s), and even Miles’s Aura. Tonight, 
Tyrant Lizard celebrate the release of their en-
chanting self-titled debut album. DAVE SEGAL

THURSDAY 12/22

How the Light Gets In: A 
Celebration of Leonard Cohen
(Town Hall, all ages) In sustained periods of 
great loss, we require people who are uniquely 
adept at converting the depths of our pain into 
something honest and communicable, so that 
we may still know ourselves despite unrelent-
ing tragedy. When the loss in question is one 
of those translators, we must unite in piecing 
together their treatises with the hope of better 
understanding how to carry on. Leonard Cohen 
was an unmatched poet and songwriter, but 
most of all he deciphered and then mirrored 
every angle of humanity in equally soft and 
jagged shades. I know I owe him much of my 
life, and I am grateful to him for dispelling 
many of my own personal darknesses with his 
generous body of work. Similarly depressed 
iconic local musicians, including Ben Gibbard, 
Kimya Dawson, Tomo Nakayama, and The 
Stranger’s own Sean Nelson, will gather before 
the warm pews of Town Hall to share their 
own interpretations of Cohen’s legacy. As in 
everything, through the cracks, a little light, 
perhaps. KIM SELLING

The Blind Shake, Seminars, Topless, 
Dry T-Shirt Contest
(Funhouse) For more than a decade, 

Minneapolis-based garage /noise-rock band the 
Blind Shake have been fi ne-tuning their driving 
blend of traditional 1960s garage-punk Stoog-
es-isms and surf beats through a modern rock 
lens. Their most recent release, Celebrate Your 
Worth, has a more varied sound than previous 
records, still trailblazing with fi erce drive, but 
with a few more mellow/sinister jams thrown 
into the mix. The band’s self-described “extra-
terrestrial backyard surf party” is unmissable 
for its vigorous live energy. Local trio Seminars 
play a mid-tempo, riff-intensive style of noisy 
punk falling somewhere between Fugazi and 
Hot Snakes. Seminars classify their songs as 
“bangers” and “butt-shakers,” and they deliver 
solidly on both. Also on the bill are locals Top-
less (who at least contain a female member) 
and the unfortunately named all-dude band 
Dry T-Shirt Contest. BRITTNIE FULLER

Studio 4/4: Dubfi re, FooFou, 
Cory Simpson, Tollefson
(Q Nightclub) Iranian American DJ/producer 
Ali “Dubfi re” Shirazinia came to worldwide 
fame and clubland respect via the Deep Dish 
duo, who remixed tracks by Madonna, De-
peche Mode, and a little rock band called the 
Rolling Stones. (They transformed the latter’s 
“Saint of Me” into an irrepressible, bass-heavy 
house-music spiritual.) As Dubfi re, Shirazinia 
has continued to travel the globe in service 
of detonating dance fl oors with house and 
techno tracks from the likes of Plastikman, 
Mika Vainio, Pearson Sound, and Sleep Archive. 
He manages to fi nd the selections that balance 

challenging tonal palettes with irresistible 
rhythms, which has been Studio 4/4’s hallmark 
since the weekly event’s origins. DAVE SEGAL

DigiTour Winter: Blake Gray, 
Baby Ariel, Weston Koury, Nathan 
Triska, Mark Thomas, more
(Chop Suey, all ages) Capitalism is a helluva of 
a drug, huh? Wringing profi ts from children, 
especially those special cherubs who resemble 
third cousins of Justin Bieber and were lucky 
enough to have a less-pageant-ready sibling to 
teach them Ableton, has always been an age-
old American custom, only now it’s tied to the 
veritable cash landslide that is the intangible 
cyber echelon of “social media infl uencers.” 
From what I can tell, the baby-faced cabal of 
DigiTour Winter artists, namely Blake Gray, 
Baby Ariel, Weston Koury, Nathan Triska, and 
Mark Thomas, are all about ready to Scrooge 
McDuck through some new school coin, thanks 
to their adorably populist YouTube accounts 
and Snapchat followings. Just typing this blurb 
makes me feel old, tired, and confused as to 
the source and legitimacy of talent present, 
and I’m only 27. KIM SELLING

Daniel Menche, Cameron Shafi i, 
Project Metamorphosis
(Chapel Performance Space, all ages) Portland 
noise-music veteran Daniel Menche’s career 
has been a testament to the power of con-
trolled sonic chaos as an agent of annihilating 
transcendence. Making you feel obliterated is 
Menche’s standard operating procedure, and 
he’s a reliable professional at that important 
task. Check out this year’s Cave Canem for 
one of Menche’s most sublime drone releases. 
Cameron Shafi i—who runs the excellent 
experimental-electronic label Ge-stell (CoH, 
Sote)—is an Iranian producer from San Fran-
cisco whose work seemingly radiates out of 
the highest strata of physics and mathematics. 
As with the output of Iannis Xenakis, Conlon 
Nancarrow, and Ryoji Ikeda, Shafi i’s piano- 
and computer-based compositions can take 
on harsh, disjunctive qualities, but sometimes 
clouds of beautiful drone and melody waft 
through his complex sound edifi ces. From what 
I’ve heard, Shafi i is an electroacoustic wizard 
whose performances will keep you riveted 
even as they’re whiplashing your expectations. 
Expect some music tonight from a forthcoming 
collab with the great Scald Rougish (aka Chris 
Douglas, aka O.S.T.). DAVE SEGAL

FRIDAY 12/23

Talcum Christmas Soul Dance
(Chop Suey) What a nice holiday gift! Those 
super-obsessive northern soul DJs from 
Emerald City Soul Club are making a come-
back appearance on Capitol Hill for the fi rst 
Talcum party since January 2015. People who 
love to move to the grooves of rare soul 45s 
(original pressings only, of course) should get 
their toned asses to Chop Suey and sweat 
away the toxins of this cursed year. Selec-
tors include George Gell, Gene Balk, and The 
Stranger’s own ribald-humor machine Mike 
Nipper—three of the most knowledgeable 
and passionate American ambassadors of this 
uplifting music. DAVE SEGAL

Continued

THINGS TO DO MUSIC Noteworthy Shows This Week
strangerthingstodo.com  @SEAshows

The Brian Setzer Orchestra
Mon Dec 26
at Paramount

SUZIE KAPLAN

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT MOE BAR & ETIX.COM
NEUMOS.COM | THE BARBOZA.COM | MOEBARSEATTLE.COM | 925 E PIKE STREET, SEATTLE

NEUMOS.COMNEUMOS.COM

TUESDAY 2/28
TENNIS 

HOOPS

WEDNESDAY 3/1
THE RADIO DEPT. 

GERMANS 

THURSDAY 3/2
TY SEGALL 

http://etix.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://barboza.com/
http://moebarseattle.com/
http://neumos.com/
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TIMES LISTED ARE SHOW TIMES. 
DOORS OPEN 30-60 MINUTES BEFORE.

FOLLOW US ON FB,
TWITTER & INSTAGRAM

Sat 12/31 
THE CITY’S FUNKIEST 

NEW YEAR’S EVE DANCE PARTY

ELDRIDGE GRAVY 
& THE COURT SUPREME
DELVON LAMARR ORGAN TRIO

DJ PACES LIFT
9PM $25

  

12/26 SQUARE DANCE 12/30 STATICLAND, 
1 /4 DAVID BUHLER, 1/5 THE CLOVES, 1/6 
GENERAL MOJO’S, 1/7 BOWIE VISION,  

1/11 THE FLAT FIVE, 1/12 FRUIT BATS

Wed 12/21 
KEXP PRESENTS

SERA CAHOONE
(FULL BAND)
JENN CHAMPION           8PM $12/$15

Thurs 12/22 
NW INDIE ROCK

ASTERHOUSE
MONSTERWATCH, TRASH DOGS
DIRTY DIRTY                             8PM $8

Fri 12/23 
PBR PRESENTS: 

CHRISTMAS IN BALLARD
MASSY FERGUSON
THE SWEARENGENS, JACKRABBIT                         

9PM $10

Thurs 12/29 
THE DEBAUCHERAUNTES 5TH ANNUAL

BUBBE’S OLD 
FASHIONED 
HANAKKAH SHINDIG
BURLESQUE! MUSIC! MENORAH 

LIGHTING! & MORE!            7:30PM
 $15/$20

Friday, December 30
EAT THE RICH: BURLESQUE 

Inspired By Motorhead
9PM, $15

Friday, January 6
PERTURBATOR

Gost
9PM, $20 - $25

Tuesday, January 10
ASCENDED DEAD

Grave Ritual
Fetid

Cerebral Rot
9PM,  $10 - $12

Thursday, January 19
ASH BORER

Bell Witch
Hissing

9PM, $10 - $12

Saturday, January 21
ENTOMBED A.D.

Full of Hell
Turbid North

Deathraid
8PM,  $15 - $18

www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service everyday 5-11pm

2202 N 45th St • Seattle 
206 992-1120 

seamonsterlounge.com

SEA MONSTER live music 
7 nights a week featuring: 

MONDAYS OPEN MIC 8pm

TUESDAYS W/JOE DORIA B3
organ live jazz fusion 10pm, 

opening band 8pm

WESTSOUND WEDNESDAYS
live rare soul &  

original funk family 10pm

AQUA SOUL THURSDAYS
live w/ Jimmy James, Tim 

Kennedy and guests 10pm $7

FUNKY 2 DEATH FRIDAYS
live funk and soul revue w/  

DJ ROC PHIZZLE at 9pm $8

MONSTER SATURDAY NIGHT
live funk party 

every Saturday 8pm 

SAT & SUN BRUNCH
10am-3pm w/ LIVE JAZZ  

12-2pm, ALL AGES TIL 10PM

SCRATCH BAR FOOD and 
HAPPY HOUR 4-6 DAILY

THINGS TO DO MUSIC
Shakey Blankets
(Conor Byrne) On fi rst brush, local country 
outfi t Shakey Blankets’ obvious fondness 
for Waylon Jennings and George Jones 
telegraphs a competent cover set, albeit one 
performed with pretty nice vintage amps. 
Singer and guitarist Gavin Tierney’s songs slot 
in so well with the classics, though, that it 
would take a listener with pretty encyclopedic 
knowledge of the classics to spot the differ-
ences. That is, of course, before lead guitarist 
Matty Pruett starts overdubbing songs with 
odd pedal-driven atmospherics and loops. 
Shakey don’t bring the noise every set, but 
that’s part of the fun: Every show packs a 
surprise. This time that surprise is the rest of 
the lineup. As of this writing, the supporting 
acts are undecided. JOSEPH SCHAFER

Manatee Commune on Ice!, Dave B, 
Yppah, Saint Claire, DJ KINDA
(Neptune, all ages) So what’s the deal with 
this show? Manatee Commune is a guy 
named Grant Eadie from Bellingham who 
makes pillowy electronic music that is both 
relaxing and easy to dance to—this much 
we know. And sure, he boasts a heck of a 
chilled-out vibe, but “on ice”? This part of 
the billing is a bit misleading: There will be 
no ice choreography, no Disney skate bal-
leting. The event page, however, describes 
the experience as dancing “inside of a snow 
globe with 1,000 of your closest friends.” 
Now that sounds like fun! An elaborately 
decorated, winter-themed dance party with 
the Manatee man on the decks (and guitar, 
violin, etc.), along with some imported Cali-
fornia talent in Yppah? I’d say strap on your 

best snowman costume and try not to melt! 
TODD HAMM

SATURDAY 12/24

Motörhead’s Lemmy Kilmister would’ve been 
71 today, goddamn it.

SUNDAY 12/25

Zzzzzzzz.

MONDAY 12/26

The Brian Setzer Orchestra, 
Beat Root Revival
(Paramount, all ages) Reasonable expecta-
tions: There shall be rock! There shall be roll 
with the rock! There shall be rock with the 
roll! There shall be swing! There shall be sing 
with the swing! Folks will be swing dancing 
in the aisles! Possibly even in the lobby! There 
shall be a horn section! There shall be jump-
ing, and jiving, to boot! The set shall consist of 
mostly but not entirely Christmas songs! Brian 
Setzer will announce the release of some new 
Christmas album! He already has three! Beat 
Root Revival, though—I’m pulling for them. 
They only have two people in the whole 
band, unless they’re smuggling in ringers, 
so they’ll have to make a lot of noise. They 
have a bodhran, though. Life’s better with a 
bodhran. ANDREW HAMLIN

TUESDAY 12/27

Straight No Chaser
(Paramount, all ages) Straight No Chaser 
take their name from a Thelonious 
Monk blues song divided not into three 

four-measure seg-
ments, but two 
six-measure sec-
tions, because 
Monk couldn’t 
do anything the 
normal way, 
heaven cherish 
him. So Straight No 
Chaser are well-
versed in not doing 
things the conven-
tional way themselves. 
But they’re not afraid to 
throw in a medley of boy-band 
classics, spiked with Britney Spears for 
fl avor. They’re also famous for the “12 Days 
of Christmas” video bit that landed in 1998, 
and, as of the afternoon I’m typing this, has 
tallied 19,824,771 views. So they’re a little 
white bread and they make all the percus-
sion noises with their lips, which pisses off 
some people, but they’re talented, choreo-
graphed, and cute. Also, hey, Britney Spears. 
ANDREW HAMLIN

Machinedrum, Tom Kha Soup, Owleks
(Neumos) Releasing his fi rst album under the 
Machinedrum moniker for Miami-based Merck 
Records starting in 2001 while still a teenager, 
Travis Stewart carved out a niche for himself 
with his own brand of cut-up, vocal hiphop 
that was all the rage at the turn of century 
(see also: Prefuse 73). A prolifi c producer with 
dozens of releases in his catalog, Stewart 
made his name as Machinedrum experiment-
ing with a wide range of beat-oriented genres 
and collaborating with various vocalists and 
producers, including Azealia Banks and Jimmy 

Edgar (as the duo JETS). 
As Machinedrum, 

Stewart scored criti-
cal and popular hits 
with Room(s) and 
Vapor City, albums 
that married 
footwork rhythms 
with his unique vo-

cal cut-ups. (He also 
plays in the popular 

bass-focused Sepalcure 
project with Praveen 

Sharma.) Machinedrum will 
be promoting his recent Dawn 

Richards–assisted Human Energy album 
alongside the new Sepalcure album, Folding 
Time, on Scuba’s Hotfl ush label. NICK ZURKO

Zony Mash, Sweeter Than the Day, V
(Royal Room, all ages, Dec 27–28) Versatile 
and virtuosic keyboardist/composer Wayne 
Horvitz fl aunts two of his many facets tonight. 
Sweeter Than the Day is his mostly acoustic 
group, an elegant foray into lyrical songwrit-
ing that skews toward the somberly beautiful. 
Somehow they coax melodies that seem both 
sleek and rococo. Zony Mash is where Horvitz 
gets down and dirty, channeling New Orleans 
funk (i.e., one of the most fl avorful funks) 
with Meters-like tightness and lubriciousness. 
This might be my favorite Horvitz project, up 
there with Pigpen and Ponga. The big rock 
unit V—led by Tim Young and Paul Moore—
will perform a song cycle “about the greed 
and avarice” of political leaders, reportedly in 
the magniloquent style of George Harrison’s 
All Things Must Pass. My sweet lord, that 
sounds good. DAVE SEGAL

As Machinedrum, 

How the 
Light Gets In: 

A Celebration of 
Leonard Cohen

Thurs Dec 22
at Town Hall

http://www.highlineseattle.com/
http://seamonsterlounge.com/
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CENTURY BALLROOM 915 E PINE ST
CAPITOL HILL

DINE & DANCE WWW.CENTURYBALLROOM.COM
206.324.7263

GET YOUR NYE  TICKETS NOW!
FRI, DEC 30

SAT, DEC 31

F E AT U R I N G K U O W ’ S O W N A M A N D A W I L D E

SWINGIN’ PREFUNK
P R E S E N T E D B Y K U O W & C E N T U RY B A L L R O O M

P L U S A D E L I C I O U S P R I X F I X E D I N N E R

NYE 2016 PARTY
L IVE SALSA WITH BUENA VIBRA + DJ’D KIZOMBA

1800 S. Jackson St, Seattle, Wa, •  (206) 322-4799

INDOMITABLE 
SPIRIT!

INDOMITABLE 
SPIRIT! 

 M
A R T I A L   A

R
T
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Teens and Adults too!  Check out the schedule at
www.quantumseattle.org

Quantum Martial Arts  
is now offering 

 kids classes 4 day a week!
Tues & Wed 5-6 pm 

Fri 4:30-5:30 pm
Sat  10-11:15 am

Kids Beginner Special
$80 per month includes unlimited classes 
(up to four per week), a new uniform and a 
membership in our non-profit organization. 
If your child is on the free or reduced lunch 
program, significant discounts are available. 

http://www.quantumseattle.org/
http://www.centuryballroom.com/
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COMING UP NEXT

COMING UP NEXT

WEEKLY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
DANCE NIGHTS FROM 10:30PM TO CLOSE

925 EAST PIKE STREET, SEATTLE
NEUMOS.COM | THEBARBOZA.COM | MOEBARSEATTLE.COM

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
MOE BAR & ETIX.COM

THURSDAY 12/22

HOLIDAZE 
PLZCOMEAGAIN’S ANNUAL 

HOLIDAY PARTY 

FRIDAY 12/23

FLY MOON ROYALTY’S 
LAST DANCE

DJ TOYA B + PARIS ALEXA

TUESDAY 12/27

MACHINEDRUM
TOM KHA SOUP + OWLEKS

THURSDAY 12/29

BAD LUCK 
NEWAXEYES + SASSYBLACK + ZEN MOTHER

FRIDAY 12/30

THUNDERPUSSY 
WILD POWWERS + NAKED GIANTS

SATURDAY 12/31

THUNDERPUSSY 
PORTER RAY + JOE GRGRY

TUESDAY 2/28

TENNIS 
HOOPS

WEDNESDAY 3/1

THE RADIO DEPT. 
GERMANS

THURSDAY 3/2

TY SEGALL

THURSDAY 12/22

SUNDER HEED 
DREAMCATCHR + BAD SAINT

THURSDAY 12/29

CONSTANT LOVERS
DUST MOTH + MERSO

FRIDAY 12/30

GULLY 
IT GETS WORSE + ECHO SHOT 

JUST ANNOUNCED! SATURDAY 12/31

SHAMELESS DANCE NIGHT
ALL YOUR GUILTY PLEASURES & ONE HIT WONDERS

FRIDAY 1/6

THE GOOD WIVES 
KEATON COLLECTIVE + MOON TEMPLE 

Wed
12/21
8pm

LOVING TOUCH

Thu
12/22
9pm

HOUSE OF LIGHT,
Cool Void

Fri
12/23
9pm

STILL ILL V. ROLLING 
OLD SCHOOL 
80s, 90s and 00s 
Hip Hop Party! $5

Tue
12/27
9pm

STOP BITING 
BEATMAKERS 
SHOWCASE $5

Thu
12/29
9pm

SHANNON & THE 
CLAMS PRESENT:
FUCK THIS YEAR 
(A DJ Night)

Sat
12/31
9pm

EMERALD CITY SOUL 
CLUB/DUG NYE! $20

 

WED 12/21

LIVE MUSIC
CAPP’S CLUB The Holiday 
Show With The Side Project 
and Sundae + Mr. Goessl, 7 
pm, $20/$25

CONOR BYRNE Gibraltar, 
Fountains, Bigfoot Wallace 
& His Wicked Sons, 8 pm, $8

a CROCODILE  DU4SELF 
Records 10 Year Anniversary 
Party, 8 pm, $10

a THE FUNHOUSE  Lust 
Punch, Locomotive, Crawler, 
The Skyemonkey, 7 pm, 
$8/$10

HIGH DIVE Brainthaw: Wall 
of Ears, Shit Ghost, Kevin 
Blaquies, Ryan Medlin, 
Guests, 8 pm, $6/$10

HIGHWAY 99 The Bailey-
Weston Band, 8 pm, $7; Big 
Road Blues, 8 pm, $7

NECTAR Anuhea, Justin 
Kawika Young, Jessica 
Domingo, Two Story Zori: 
All Is Bright Holiday Tour, 8 
pm, $20

PARLIAMENT TAVERN Joe 
Ross & Friends, So This Is 
Christmas, 8-11 pm, free

 THE ROYAL ROOM  
Gregg Belisle-Chi and 
Tyrant Lizard CD Release 
Show, 7:30 pm, free

SEAMONSTER Unsinkable 
Heavies, 10 pm, free

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE The 
Billy Joe Show, 8 pm, free

SUBSTATION The GOOD, 
Shubzilla, Augustus 
Blackheart, Sic ILL, Almond 
Roca, Tom Hutch, 8 pm, $8

SUNSET TAVERN The 
Downhouse, Gumshen, 
Black Giraffe, 8 pm, $8

 TRACTOR TAVERN  Sera 
Cahoone, Jenn Champion, 
8 pm, $12

 V2 ARTS CENTER  Punk 
Rock Flea Market, 4 pm, $1

JAZZ
 a JAZZ ALLEY   Sara 

Gazarek, 7:30 pm, $31.50

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Forms: 
Starkey & Tsuruda, 9 pm-2 
am, $11

CLASSICAL
a BENAROYA HALL  Silver 
& Soul, 8 pm, $32-$84

a ST. MARK’S CATHEDRAL  
A Festival of Lessons & 
Carols, 7:30 pm, $11-$35

a TACOMA RIALTO 
THEATER  The Christmas 
Revels, 7:30 pm, $12-$34.50

TULA’S Axiom Quartet, 7:30 
pm, $12

THURS 12/22

LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Sunder Heed, 
dreamcatchr, Bad Saint, 8 
pm, $8

CENTRAL SALOON Tango 
Alpha Tango, Colorworks, 
Campion, Guests, 8 pm, 
$5/$8

 a CHAPEL 
PERFORMANCE 
SPACE  Daniel Menche, 
Cameron Shafii, Project 
Metamorphosis, 8 pm, 
$5-$15

 a CHOP SUEY   DigiTour 
Winter, 6:30 pm, $25/$28

CONOR BYRNE Sundae 
+ Mr. Goessl Holiday 
Extravaganza, 8 pm, $8

CROCODILE Po’ Brothers, 
Lanford Black, The Good 
Wives, Ayron Jones, 8 pm, 
$10

 THE FUNHOUSE  The 

Blind Shake, Seminars, 
Topless, Dry T-Shirt Contest, 
9 pm, $8/$10

HIGHWAY 99 Patti Allen 
and Monster Road, 8 pm, $7

LITTLE RED HEN Norman 
Baker and the Back Roads, 
9 pm, $3

NECTAR Anuhea, Justin 
Kawika Young, Jessica 
Domingo, Two Story Zori, 
8 pm, $20

a THE ROYAL ROOM  
Home For The Holidays, 
7:30 pm, $10/$12

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
Groove Surfers with Girls 
Love Rockets, 8 pm, $5

SUNSET TAVERN The Lower 
48, Cold Comfort, Virgin Of 
The Birds, 9 pm, $8

 a TOWN HALL   How The 
Light Gets In: A Celebration 
of Leonard Cohen, 7 pm, 
$10

TRACTOR TAVERN 
Asterhouse, Monsterwatch, 
Trash Dogs, Dirty Dirty, 8 
pm, $8

 V2 ARTS CENTER  Punk 
Rock Flea Market, Through 
Dec 22, 4 pm, $1

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Casey MacGill, 
5:30 pm, free

JAZZ
 BARCA  Jazz at Barca: 

Phil Sparks Trio, Adam 
Kessler, and Guests, 9 pm-
midnight, free

 JAZZ ALLEY  The Senate, 
Dec 22-23, 7:30 pm, $31.50

TULA’S David Arteaga 
Ensemble, 7:30 pm, $15

DJ
AMBER Bad Santa Ugly 
Sweater Party: DJ Danger, 9 
pm-2 am, free

KREMWERK Winter 
Solstice: Konifer, DJ K, 
Ratheaven, 8 pm, free/$5

PONY Medical Records RX: 
Guest DJ Emmanuelle + 
residents, 9 pm-2 am, free

 Q NIGHTCLUB  Studio 
4/4: Dubfire, 9 pm-2 am, 
$16

CLASSICAL
a BENAROYA HALL  Silver 
& Soul, 8 pm, $32-$84

a ST. ALPHONSUS CHURCH  
A Festival of Lessons & 
Carols, 7:30 pm, $16-$35

FRI 12/23

LIVE MUSIC
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Marina & The Dreamboats 
with 45th Street Brass, 9 
pm, $8

CAPP’S CLUB Hysteria & 
The Infinity Project, 9 pm-2 
am, $12/$15

CENTRAL SALOON Black 
Plastic Clouds, Reverend 
Bear, Guests, 8 pm, $5/$8

 CONOR BYRNE  Shakey 
Blankets with Guests, 9 
pm, $8

CROCODILE TRL Night: 
Ugly Sweaters Edition, 9 
pm, $7

DARRELL’S TAVERN Value 
Ape, Maxifinger, Full Life 
Crisis, 9 pm-2 am, $6

THE FUNHOUSE Dreadful 
Children, Schadenfreuders, 
The Gerbil Turds, 9 pm, 
$5/$7

HIGH DIVE Klozd Sirkut, 
Dub Champ vs Skerik, 
Guests, 8 pm, $8/$12

HIGHWAY 99 Kalimba: The 
Spirit of Earth, Wind, and 
Fire, 8 pm, $20

LITTLE RED HEN Colt and 
the Peacemakers, 9 pm, $5

a MEYDENBAUER CENTER  
Live Music Academy 
Presents Christmas in 
Bellevue, 8 pm, $22-$45

 NECTAR  Hibou, Fauna 
Shade, Great Spiders, Chris 
Cheveyo, 8 pm, $12/$15

 NEPTUNE THEATRE  
Manatee Commune On Ice!: 
Manatee Commune, Dave 
B, Yppah, Saint Claire, DJ 
KINDA, 9 pm, $13.50/$15.50

 NEUMOS  Fly Moon 
Royalty’s Last Dance (Final 
Performance), 8 pm, 
$15/$25

 a THE ROYAL ROOM   
The Royal Room Five Year 
Anniversary, 7:30-10 pm, 
free

a THE SHOWBOX  
Devendra Banhart, $20+

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Astrol Waters with Guests, 
9 pm, $7

a STUDIO SEVEN  The 
Dirtball (Kottonmouth 
Kings), JNX, Severed The 
Impaler, Toxic Leaf, Dylan 
Tha Kid, Mota Mouth Jones, 
7 pm, $12/$15

TRACTOR TAVERN Massy 
Ferguson Christmas 
in Ballard with The 
Swearengens and 
Jackrabbit, 9 pm, $10

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Yada Yada Blues 
Band, 9 pm, free

JAZZ
 JAZZ ALLEY  The Senate, 

7:30 pm, $31.50

LATONA PUB Phil Sparks 
Trio, 5 pm, free

TULA’S Kareem Kandi Band, 
7:30 pm, $18

DJ
 CHOP SUEY  Talcum 

Christmas Soul Dance, 9 
pm, $5

CROCODILE Total Request 
Live Night: Ugly Sweaters 
Edition, 9 pm, $7

KREMWERK Squall To 
End It All, 6-9 pm, $5; SIN: 
Darkness & Decadence - 
Gothic Pride Fundraiser, 9 
pm-2 am, $5-$10 Suggested 
Donation

LO-FI Still Ill vs Rollin Old 
School DJs: Throwback 
Hiphop Party, 9 pm-2 am, $5

Q NIGHTCLUB CODA: 006 
with Brothel and Guests, 10 
pm-2 am, $10

SUBSTATION BodyRock 
Ten Year Anniversary Party: 
Seattle Children’s Hospital 
Fundraiser, 10 pm-3:59 
am, $5

TIMBRE ROOM Foolish: 
Holiday Sweater Party, 10 
pm-2 am, $5/$10

TRINITY Massive Fridays: 
DJs Moobek, Catch 22, Guy, 
Goliath, free

VERMILLION Session 
Fridays Ugly Sweater Party 
Edition, 10 pm-2 am, free

CLASSICAL
a BENAROYA HALL  A 
Festival of Lessons & Carols, 
7:30 pm, $21-$81

SAT 12/24

LIVE MUSIC
BLUE MOON TAVERN 13th 
Annual Christmas Pageant, 
9 pm-2 am, $5

CONOR BYRNE A Very 
Squirrelly Christmas: 
Squirrel Butter and Friends, 
7-10 pm

DJ
CUFF DJs Tommy K and 

Dana Dub, 10 pm-3 am, 
$10/free before 9 pm

KREMWERK The Innit vs. 
Onset Christmas Eve Special, 
10 pm, free

MERCURY Merry Sithmas! 
Star Wars Christmas Eve, 
9 pm-3 am, Free Before 
10pm/$5 After 10pm

SUN 12/25

LIVE MUSIC
RE-BAR Miracle On Howell 
St. - Flammable Edition! 
with Jacob London, 9 pm

CLASSICAL
 a ST. MARK’S 

CATHEDRAL   Compline 
Choir, 9:30 pm, free

MON 12/26

LIVE MUSIC
CHOP SUEY Goat Reward & 
Mikey Nike, 8-11 pm, free

THE FUNHOUSE Uncle Doug 
with Redlich: A Tribute to 
Neil Young, 8 pm, $8/$10

a THE ROYAL ROOM  
Home For The Holidays, 7 
pm, $10/$12

JAZZ
THE ROYAL ROOM The 
Salute Sessions, 10 pm, free

TULA’S Phil Parisot: CD 
Release Show, 7:30 pm, $10

CLASSICAL
 PARAMOUNT THEATRE  

The Brian Setzer Orchestra’s 
13th Annual Christmas 
Rocks! Tour with Beat Roots 
Revival, 6:30 pm, $41-$96

TUE 12/27

LIVE MUSIC
CHOP SUEY The Hilltalks, 
Peyote Ugly, Timberfoot, 
8 pm, $8

a THE FUNHOUSE  Sic Ill 
with Guests, 8 pm, $8/$10

HIGH DIVE Side Chain, 
Jim Marcotte & The 
Breakthrough, For Now, 8 
pm, $6/$8

THE HOLLYWOOD TAVERN 
David Flett, 5:30-8:30 pm

NECTAR Happy Orchestra 
with Guests, 8:30 pm, free

 NEUMOS  Machinedrum, 
Tom Kha Soup, Owleks, 8 
pm, $16

THE ROYAL ROOM Zony 
Mash, Sweeter Than The 
Day, V Performing “Bala”, 
Dec 27-28, 8 pm, $12/$15

SEAMONSTER Joe Doria 
Presents, 11 pm, free;  
Michael Owcharuk, 8 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Dante & 
The Mirrors, The Pearls, 
Honey Mustard, 8 pm, $8

VERMILLION CEOs Inc., 
Blake DeGraw, Uneasy 
Chairs with Eveline Müller, 
8:30-11 pm, $5

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY  Poncho 
Sanchez Latin Jazz Band, 
Dec 27-29, 7:30 pm, $35.50

TULA’S Paul Gabrielson 
Quartet, 7:30 pm, $12

DJ
KNEE HIGH STOCKING CO. 
Discover Tunes Tuesdays: 
Early 20th Century Italian/
French Pop

CLASSICAL
CAFE RACER Classical Music 
Night, 7:30 pm

 PARAMOUNT THEATRE  
Straight No Chaser: I’ll Have 
Another - 20th Anniversary 
World Tour, 7:30 pm, 
$32.75-$61.75

THINGS TO DO MUSICMUSIC
The Best of the Rest of the Shows This Week
strangerthingstodo.com    @SEAshows    

 = Recommended    a = All Ages

http://neumos.com/
http://thebarboza.com/
http://moebarseattle.com/
http://etix.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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NE 45TH & BROOK LYN AVE

presented by

•(800) 745-3000 STGPRESENTS.ORG
Tickets Available At ticketmaster.com

Find Many More New Year’s Eve Events at StrangerThingsToDo.com
THINGS TO DONYENYE
BLOWOUT PARTIES

AÑO NUEVO EN EL SUR
Club Sur promises live Latin music, sand-
wiched by a three-course dinner and 
complimentary breakfast buffet, a midnight 
champagne toast with party favors, and a 
photo booth. Club Sur, 8 pm, $40-$500.

BALTIC ROOM NYE 2017
This party will have a full Absolut-hosted 
bar, all-night-long dance music, a comple-
mentary midnight champagne toast, and 
breathtaking views of the Space Needle 
fi reworks. Baltic Room, 10 pm, $50-$350.

BOLLYWOOD NEW YEAR’S EVE
Shake it out all night to DJ RDX across the 
upstairs penthouse, rooftop, and atrium 
with see-through dance fl oor, with a mid-
night champagne toast, food trucks, party 
favors, and more. Fremont Foundry, 9 pm, 
$27-$57.

CASINO ROYALE NYE
This New Year’s Eve party is Casino Royale-
themed, and the dress code is “red carpet 
casino/mob.” J Charles will provide the 
live music (along with DJ ICDre) and Stone 
Lounge will have drink and champagne spe-
cials all night. Stone Karaoke and Lounge, 
Bellevue, 8 pm, $35.

CHIHULY NEW YEAR’S EVE
Chihuly Garden and Glass promises an arty 
take on New Year’s Eve—as well as appetiz-
ers, desserts, music by the Craig Lawrence 
Band, and champagne. You’ll also get an 
impressive, up-close view of the fi reworks. 
Chihuly Garden and Glass, 10 pm, $225.

COPIOUS LOVE’S MIDNIGHT 
MASQUERADE
You must wear a mask at this champagne-
soaked ball that also promises music from 
DJs K Relly, S**tbox, and special guests, plus 
a cocktail bar and a giant chandelier. 12th 
Avenue Arts, 8 pm, $15-$35.

INDULGENCE NEW YEAR’S EVE
At “Seattle’s biggest New Year’s Eve bash,” you 
can explore MoPOP, check out a comedy stage, 
get drunk, and even hear music at three live 
performance stages. MoPOP, 8 pm, $79/$450.

MISBEAHAVIN’ ON NEW YEAR’S
Jackie Bea, author of MisBEAhavin’ in the 
Kitchen, will host a massive party, stacked 
with food, drinks, and live entertainment. 
Embassy Suites, 8 pm, $85-$650.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT CENTURY
With two rooms for dancing (live salsa with 
Buena Vibra and kizomba from DJs Mary 
and Nick) and a fancy fi ve-course dinner 
option, Century Ballroom is pulling out all 
the stops for this New Year’s Eve. Century 
Ballroom, 6 pm, $20-$120.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT FROLIK
Frolik’s New Year’s Eve party promises music 
all night long, appetizers, and fancy cock-
tails. Frolik, 6 pm, $55+.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT RED LOUNGE
Celebrate the new year with a champagne 
toast, Caribbean appetizers, and music 
from DJ Jay T, DJ Ron, DJ Element, and ZJ 
Veteran. Red Lounge, 9 pm, $20/$25.

NEW YEAR’S EVE BLACK AND 
WHITE BALL
Join the Ballroom Fremont community for 

their ninth annual New Year’s Eve Black 
and White Ball with appetizers, a midnight 
champagne toast, and dancing all night 
long. Ballroom, 8 pm, $25.

NEW YEAR’S EVE TANGO BASH
This Casino Royale-themed tango party 
starts with a half-hour beginners’ lesson 
followed by a social dance until 1:30 am, 
interrupted only for a special performance, 
raffl e, and midnight champagne toast. 
Dance Underground, 8 pm, $25-$35.

NEW YEAR’S EVE WIND UP SOIREE
At TRACE’s New Year’s Eve party, listen to DJ 
PA$$ION and enjoy an included champagne 
toast. TRACE, 9 pm, $50.

NYE GATSBY GANGSTER BALL
This ball promises an electro-swing party, 
strong drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and a comple-
mentary midnight toast. Knee High Stocking 
Co., 6 pm, $20.

NYÅRSFEST 2016
The Swedish Cultural Center invites you 
to a night of local and Scandinavian music 
with three fl oors of dancing. Champagne, 
favors, and a view of the fi reworks included.   
Swedish Cultural Center, 8 pm, $30/$50/$75.

ONE O’CLOCK JUMP
There will be live swing-era music and dance 
performances, intage-inspired cocktails, a glass 
of champagne for everyone, and a beginner 
drop-in dance lesson at the start. Washington 

Hall, 8 pm, $35-$125.

PARTY LIKE IT’S 1939
The Royal Room Orchestra brings you the 
swing of yesteryear, with a jazz dinner and 
swing dancing. Dress ‘30s, ‘40s, or ‘50s-style. 
The Royal Room, 8-11 pm, $60.

SPEAKEASY NEW YEAR’S EVE
Capitol Cider’s Prohibiton-era festivities in-
clude a free sparkling cider toast, live music 
from the Nikki Dee Jazz Quartette and Holy 
Pistola, specialty cocktails, and large screens 
to watch the Space Needle fi reworks. Capi-
tol Cider, 8:30 pm, $25.

SPECTRA 2017
Hang out in the Pacifi c Science Center’s 
exhibits, planetarium, and Laser Dome while 
you sip drinks and dance to KEXP DJs. At 
midnight, watch the fi reworks in their nifty 
be-sculptured courtyard. Pacifi c Science 
Center, 9 pm, $80/$175.

LIVE MUSIC

11TH ANNUAL HAYRIDE TO HELL
Highway 99 brings back bluesy rockers The 
44’s with guest vocalist Laura Chavez for 
this loud and raucous New Year’s Eve party. 
Highway 99, 8 pm, $44.

‘80S INVASION NEW YEAR’S
‘80s Invasion are an ‘80s cover band (natch), 
and they’re not afraid to tell you all about 
it. High Dive, 8 pm, $10/$15.

ABNEY PARK
Start the new year with an evening of post-
apocalyptic steampunk outfi t Abney Park, 
with burlesque servers, Soul of the Gypsy’s 
Temple, and DJ Jordan B. Columbia City The-
ater, 8 pm, $35-$100.

AYO DOT & THE UPPERCUTS
Get loud with hiphop soul-rockers Ayo Dot 
& The Uppercuts, Power Laces, and Northern 

http://stgpresents.org/
http://ticketmaster.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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LATE NIGHT 
HAPPY HOUR! 
Sun-Thu 10PM to Close
Fri & Sat 11PM to Close

1400 10th Ave. Seattle   

206.556.5781

www.SoiCapitolHill.com

Isan Thai 
Restaurant & 

Bar in the Heart 
of Capitol Hill

OPEN FOR LUNCH, 
DINNER & DRINKS
Sun-Thu 11AM to 12AM 
Fri & Sat 11AM to 2AM

BRUNCH
Sat & Sun, 11-3

HAPPY HOUR 
3PM to 6PM Everyday

1221
e madison

4pm

 

WORLD’S TINIEST TEADANCE!   
i hate karaoke !

mooseknuckle

1221 e
madison

wed 12/03 
fri 12/05
sat 12/06
sun 12/07
tue 12/09

  
         

He’s A Rebel !
BEEFCAKE!

PONY

MON - THU: 5pm to 2am 
FRI - SUN: 3pm to 2am

ponyseattle.com

MON Andy Coe 
Grateful Dead covers

TUE Leif Totusek 
Guitar Savant 

WED Open Mic

THU
The Swangos, 
Daylan Rhea 
Music, Shmohawk
Guests

FRI
Marina & The 
Dreamboats, 
45th Street Brass

SAT

13th Annual 
Blue Moon Xmas 
Pageant! 
The Yule Loggers, 
Butt Dial, Best Band 
from Earth, Spank 
Williams & More

SUN

 

@bluemoonseattle
712 NE 45th
675-9116 

THE THE THE THE THE THE 
REVOLUTION REVOLUTION REVOLUTION 
STARTS STARTS STARTS 
WITH USWITH USWITH US

THINGS TO DO NYE
Shakedown, with free party favors and a 
complimentary champagne toast at mid-
night. Hard Rock Cafe, 8 pm, $20/$25.

BEATS ANTIQUE WITH 
THRIFTWORKS
Oakland troupe Beats Antique embrace 
musical influences from the Middle East, 
Africa, Central Europe, East Asia, and Lon-
don to create hybrids to which folks can 
shake their dreads and swing their gauged 
ears. DAVE SEGAL Showbox Sodo, 9 pm, 
$40-$50.

BLACK UMBRELLA NYE WITH 
SAM LACHOW & RAZ SIMONE
Hometown heavy-hitters Raz Simone and 
Sam Lachow headline a year-end local 
hiphop showcase. Neptune Theatre, 9 pm, 
$23.50-$48.50.

ELDRIDGE GRAVY & THE COURT 
SUPREME, DELVON LAMARR 
ORGAN TRIO, DJ PACES LIFT
You can always count on Eldridge Gravy & 
the Court Supreme for a GOOD god-damn 
time; they never fail to brang it, swang it, 
and then hang it out to dry. I’d rate ’em as 
some kinda Seattle institution. Seriously. 
MIKE NIPPER Tractor Tavern, 9 pm, $25.

HELL’S BELLES WITH BLACK 
SABBITCH
World-famous all-female AC/DC tribute 
band Hell’s Belles kick off the new year with 
a night of loud, wild rock and roll, with an 
opening set from Black Sabbath obsessives, 
Black Sabbitch. The Showbox, 9 pm, $25/$30.

JOEY JEWELL’S SINATRA AT THE 
SANDS
The classiness of Sinatra’s mob-approved 
croon tunes will never dissipate, and Joey 
Jewell will do his best to honor that classi-
ness in his rendition of a full Vegas melee 
with Jim Kerls’s orchestra. The Triple Door, 7 
and 10:30 pm, $75/$100.

JOSE “JUICY” GONZALES TRIO
Prep thyself for the new year with an 
evening of smooth, complex jazz from Jose 
“Juicy” Gonzales and his trio, including Mi-
chael Marcus on bass and Matt Jorgensen 
and drums. Egan’s Jam House, 7 pm, $15.

NEON NEW YEAR’S EVE
Experience the new year in all shades 
of neon with pop-rockers Nite Wave, a 
special tribute to Michael Jackson by Mo J. 
Ent., Seattle boy band #All4Doras, and DJ 
Baby Van Beezly. Nectar, 8 pm, $30-$200.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT BLUE MOON
Indie-soul rockers Chris King & The Gutter-
balls headline Blue Moon’s NYE celebration, 
with opening sets from Cold Comfort and 
The Western Red Penguins. Blue Moon Tav-
ern, 8 pm, $5.

NEW YEAR’S EVE CLASSICAL 
SOUL OF MOTOWN
Broadway stars Capathia Jenkins and 
Darius de Haas, and guitarist Michael Ni-
colella, will play orchestral interpretations 
of Motown and soul classics. Benaroya 
Hall, 9 pm, $56-$154.

NEW YEAR’S EVE DISCO
This night will be soaked in disco, bur-
lesque performances by Queen Queen 
Shmooquan, live music from Johnny and 
the Moles, and plenty of champagne. The 
BackDoor @ Roxy’s, 9 pm, $40-$850.

NEW YEAR’S EVE GARBAGE BASH
Seattle alt-rockers Honcho Poncho head-
line this third annual party, with New 
Orleans alt-country singer-songwriter Chris 
Acker. Cafe Racer, 9 pm, free.

Your sex life demands it.

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

http://www.soicapitolhill.com/
http://ponyseattle.com/
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109 S. WASHINGTON ST.  
(ON OCCIDENTAL PARK)  
(206) 628-0303

WWW.COMEDYUNDERGROUND.COM

SAT, 12/31
NEW YEAR’S EVE  
W/ KABIR SINGH
Kabir “Kabeezy” Singh is one of the fastest 
rising comedians in the nation. Fresh 
off his Comedy Central Debut on the hit 
comedy show Gabriel Iglesias’s Stand-Up 
Revolution, and his work on the hit Fox TV 
show Family Guy, Kabir is a high-energy, 
crowd-pleasing 
comic with an in-
your-face attitude 
and razor-sharp 
wit. Kabir won the 
2014 San Francisco 
Stand-Up Comedy 
Competition.

™

 
Nectar Lounge
412 N 36th St
206.632.2020

www.nectarlounge.com

EVERY MONDAY: MOJAM
TUESDAYS IN DEC: HAPPY ORCHESTRA
1.13 DIMOND SAINTS
1.14 PRINCE V. MICHAEL 
1.18 BROWN SABBATH
1.19 VINCE HERMAN  

+ GIPSY MOON
1.20 GIANT PANDA   

GUERILLA DUB SQUAD
1.21 KELLER WILLIAMS   

KWAHTRO
1.25 GHOST TOWN

WHISTLERS
1.27 DEAD OF WINTER
1.28 JAI HO!
1.29 KRIZZ KALIKO
1.31 BRAD PARSONS
2.1 SKERIK’S BANDALABRA +

INDUSTRIAL REVELATION
2.2-3 SIR MIX-A-LOT (2 NIGHTS)
2.4 KARL DENSON’S 

TINY UNIVERSE
2.9 PIGEONS PLAYING

PING PONG
2.10 DIRT NASTY
2.12 WHITE LIES
2.14 LEMOLO
2.16 MONOPHONICS

+ ORGONE
2.17 JOHN BROWN’S BODY
2.18 FLOWMOTION

+ ANDY COE
2.18 KNEEBODY
2.23 THE GLADIATORS
2.24 SCOTT LAW
2.25 MARIACHI FLOR

DE TOLOACHE
2.28 POLYRHYTHMICS

12.21&22 Wednesday/Thursday (Reggae)

ANUHEA (2 NIGHTS!)
Justin Young, Jessica Domingo, Two Story Zori

12.23 Friday (Surf-Rock)

HIBOU
Fauna Shade, Great Spiders, Chris Cheveyo

12.29 Thursday (Electronic)

KALYA SCINTILLA
Subaqueous, Kozmo

12.30 Friday (Hip-Hop)

LYRICS BORN + 
BLACKALICIOUS
Latyrx, Gift of Gab, Chief Xcel & Lateef

12.31 Saturday (80s New Wave Bash)

NEON NYE ft. NITE WAVE
Mo J. Ent, #All4Doras, DJ Baby Van Beezly

1.1 Sunday (Hip-hop)

KNOWMADS
All Star Opera, Karma & Nobi, DJ Indica Jones

1.5 Thursday (Electronic)

CLOZEE + PSYMBIONIC
Pressha

1.6 Friday (Emo Dancy Party)

CRY-DAY EMO PARTY
DJ Baby Van Beezly

1.7 Saturday (Hip-Hop)

THA FLIGHT BOYS
Huey P, Killz, Foon, Mo$, Tre Ross
Web Wavvy, B-Boy Fidget, DJ Krescendo

1.11 Wednesday (Reggae Inspired 80’s Hits)

TALKING DREADS
Elton Jah, The Billy Itals

1.12  Thursday (Funk/Soul)
JONNY SONIC, THE HIGHSTEPPERS, 
TEN MAN BRASS BAND

http://www.nectarlounge.com/
http://www.comedyunderground.com/
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THINGS TO DO NYE
NEW YEAR’S EVE IN THE 
FIRESIDE WITH SWING 3PO
Swing in the new year with a live evening 
set in the Fireside Room with Swing 3PO, a 
lively swing and jazz trio. Sorrento Hotel, 9 
pm, free.

PONCHO SANCHEZ
Poncho Sanchez, whose band won a 
Grammy for Best Latin Jazz Album in 2000, 
is one of the foremost, if not the biggest, 
percussionists in Latin jazz right now. Jazz 
Alley, 8:45 pm, $105-$180.

REDNECK GIRLFRIEND
The self-billed “Loudest Country Band in the 
World,” Redneck Girlfriend’s metal-as-spurs 
rockabilly will thud a countdown to the new 
year, joined by outlaw rockers Shivering 
Denizens and upbeat country trio The Black 
Crabs. Slim’s Last Chance, 9 pm, $15.

RESOLUTION 2017
A gargantuan EDM bash as 2016 kicks the 
bucket, with acts from Above & Beyond, 
Adventure Club, Yellow Claw, Tritonal, and 
more. WaMu Theater, 6:30 pm, $97-$167.

ROCK THE NIGHT
This bash will feature live music from Sun 
Mother, Cellar Door, Sightseer, Maddex, Xo-
lie Morra & The Strange Kind, and Rachelle 
DeBelle & The Jamfest Miracles, plus two 
stand-up sets by Evelyn Jensen and Andy 
Iwancio. Skylark Cafe & Club, 3 pm-1 am.

STEPHANIE PORTER QUINTET
Well-respected and long-gigging jazz singer 
Stephanie Porter takes the stage with her 
quintet, joined by special guest and renowned 
trumpeter Fred Radke. Tula’s, 8 pm, $18/$40.

SUPER GEEK LEAGUE NEW 
YEAR’S EVE SUPER PARTY
Super Geek League will be celebrating New 
Year’s Eve the only way they know how, 
with a night of “SciFidelic Action Adventure 
Rock” and their massive punk rock circus 
live show. El Corazon, 8 pm, $20/$25.

THUNDERPUSSY
At their root, Thunderpussy are a driving rock 
and roll group whose jams land smartly this 
side of “bar band.” Rockin’ like they do alone 
would fantastic, but they bring a dash of 
cheeky theater to their shows that makes for 
hella fun. MIKE NIPPER Neumos, 8 pm, $17.

TIFFANY WILSON’S NEW YEAR’S
Larry Mizell Jr. praised Tiffany Wilson’s voice 
as “simply beautiful, expressive soul (thank-
fully light on the neo- trappings) with the 
subtle neckrolling swagger of 90’s R&B.” 
SeaMonster, 9 pm.

TRANS-SIBERIAN ORCHESTRA
Trans-Siberian Orchestra’s jolly blend of 
electric-guitar shredding and Christmas mu-
sic is like the flu: It comes around every year 
and it’s extremely catchy. JOSEPH SCHAFER 
KeyArena, 3 pm, $41-$73.

DJ NIGHTS

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT GRIM’S
Dance and party on three floors (“under 
sexy purple light”) to the music of DJ Blu-
eyedsoul and guests. Grim’s, 7 pm, $20/$50.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT TIA LOU’S
Expect “LED walls,” a whole cadre of DJs 
soundtracking the evening and oppor-
tunities for drinks, dancing, a video wall 
countdown, and more. Tia Lou’s, 9 pm, $35.

NEW YEAR’S EVE AT TRINITY
Trinity will give you champagne and drop 
balloons on your head at midnight, and DJs 
include NUG, LIL Shonn, Guy, and Rise Over 
Run. Trinity, 6 pm, $25-$40.

NEW YEAR’S EVE GALA
DJs Hydro and Megatran will provide wild 

beats, all-night dancing, champagne, and 

balloons. Havana, 8:30 pm, $35.

NEW YEAR’S EVE MASQUERADE
Ring in 2017 with a massive masquerade dance 

party soundtracked by DJs Hyperfunk, Dio, 

and Sharps. Aston Manor, 9 pm, $50-$70.

NYE WITH YELLOW CLAW
Foundation will host a massive New Year’s 

Eve party soundtracked by DJ and producer 

duo Yellow Claw, with support from Bandit 

and Rohry. Foundation, 10 pm, $55-$65.

SHINE
Dress in glittery clothing, drink cocktails, 

dance in three rooms of music, share a com-

plimentary midnight champagne toast, and 

take photos in the photo booth. Kremwerk, 

9 pm, $45-$350.

PERFORMANCES

2016 X-TREME NEW YEAR’S 
THEATRESPORTS
Twenty improvisers will face off in four teams, 

and it’s the audience’s job to score their antics. 

Unexpected Productions’ Market Theater, 9 

pm, $32/$45.

BLUE YEAR’S EVE SHOW
See 2016 in raunchy style with improvisers 

inspired by the grossest, nastiest, bawdiest 

topics suggested by the audience—then revel 

in champagne, music, and dancing. Atlas The-

atre, 10 pm, $40.

JET CITY IMPROV NEW YEAR’S
Ring in the new year with several hours of 

comedy, hors d’oeuvres, dessert, party favors, 

prizes, and dancing on stage after midnight—

plus four champagne or apple cider toasts. Jet 

City Improv, 8 pm, $59.

MOISTURE FESTIVAL NEW YEAR’S 
EVE EXTRAVAGANZA
This New Year’s spectacular features a variety 

show, live music, complementary appetizers, a 

champagne toast, minimalist comedian God-

frey Daniels, and a cascade of big red balloons 

at midnight. Hale’s Palladium, 8 pm, $65/$75.

NEW YEAR’S EVE COMEDY SHOW
This New Year’s Eve comedy show features 

Kortney Shane Williams (Comedy Central’s 

South Beach Comedy Festival Competition and 

NBC’s Stand-Up Showcase) and comedian/self-

described Star Wars nerd Joshua Chambers. 

Rendezvous,10 pm, $15/$100.

WONDERLAND NEW YEAR’S EVE
The semi-clothed denizens of Wonderland at 

Can Can Cabaret will help you end the year 

in sinful fashion. Can Can, 5:30, 8 and 11 pm, 

$55/$90/$150.

FILM SCREENINGS

MOULIN ROUGE! NEW YEAR’S EVE 
PARTY
Ring in the new year dramatically and musi-

cally with Baz Luhrmann’s ode to Paris, Nicole 

Kidman’s consumption, and Ewan McGregor’s 

brow. SIFF Cinema Uptown, 9 pm, $15.

NEW YEAR’S EVE WITH THE 
ROOM — IN 4D
Ring in the new year while watching a very 

strange and poorly made Tommy Wiseau 

film. This screening will be in 4D so you can 

really “feel” what’s happening, so come 

prepared. Central Cinema, 8 pm, $15.

100TH YEAR  
Anniversary Celebration  
O N  N E W  Y E A R ’ S  E V E

December 

31st, 2016

WITH SPECIAL GUEST:  
Soul of the  

GypsY’s Temple

PLUS! FOLK CABARET BAND 
TSUNAMI PIÑATA

AND BURLESQUE

New Years

Eve

P R E S E N T S

100TH YEAR  
Anniversary Celebration  
O N  N E W  Y E A R ’ S  E V E

COLUMBIACITYTHEATER.COMTickets At

V I P  
P A C K A G E S 

A V A I L A B L E !

SAT 
DEC
31ST
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PROMOTION WHERE IT MATTERS

StrangerTickets.com

FEATURED EVENTS

HAVE AN EVENT?
Use Stranger Tickets for your event and get a FREE ad here!

S TR A NGER TICK E T S.COM

Thru Jan 1
Seattle Immersive Theatre

O�fe�ows

Building
O�fe�ows

Building

December

8-26
December

8-26

12/16 - 4/17  •  Smash Putt Fairway •   21+

New Year’s Eve Extravaganza - December 31 • 8pm

Hale’s Palladium

Jessica Bennett  
        with Jeannie Yandell: 
Welcome to the ‘Feminist Fight Club’

Dec 27
 7:30pm

TOWN HALL

Dec 31  8pm

COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER

w/ ABSOLUT Hosted Bar & DJ Famous

Dec 31 /  9pm

WINTER 2016

SEATTLE ART & PERFORMANCE, EVERYWHERE ART IS HAPPENING.

Look for it at museums, 
galleries and bookstores 

around the Sound, including:

Seattle Art Museum • Frye Art Museum • Henry Art Gallery  

Wing Luke Museum • Seattle Public Library • Elliott Bay Book Company  

Fantagraphics Books • Pratt Fine Arts Center • Columbia City Gallery  

Mercer Island Library • Tacoma Art Museum • The Museum of Glass

VOL. 5, NO. 4 / WINTER 2016 / FREE!

Winter

• SHERMAN ALEXIE  

TALKS WRITING

• IRA GLASS KEEPS 

BROADCASTING

• AKIO TAKAMORI  

DRAWS MALE 

REMORSE

• SEAN NELSON  

CRIES AT THE 

MOVIES

• CHARLES MUDEDE 

WRITES A MEMO  

TO THE OSCARS

PLUS OUR 

COMPREHENSIVE  

WINTER CALENDAR 

INCLUDING THIS 

PAINTING BY WENDELIN 

WOHLGEMUTH AT LINDA 

HODGES GALLERY

Making Art  

in the Age  

of Trump On stands now, 
complete with in-depth 
features, artist profiles 

and comprehensive arts 
calendars covering the 
entire Winter Arts and 

Performance season!

http://strangertickets.com/
http://strangertickets.com/
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MUSIC

My closest friend in the world 
lay next to me a day after her 
son died and asked me to sing 

her a song. To my horror, I couldn’t think of 
one. Finally she murmured, “Just do ‘Jingle 
Bells,’” and so I did. That was the day I re-
alized that Christmas songs have nothing to 
do with Christmas. They’re signs of a familiar 
world implanted within us.

My friend needed a signal from the world 
she could barely remember, the world where 
the rest of us were still living. I was in danger 
of losing her, and “Jingle Bells” was all I had 
to save her for that moment. Remember life? 
Jingle all the way.

I didn’t feel the sappy love when the 

Christmas songs started turning up this year. 
I tuned to the all-Christmas-music station the 
way I always do, but found only dissonance. 
Sitting in my car on the afternoon of Novem-
ber 27, the radio played the jaunty lines “Our 
cheeks are nice and rosy, and comfy cozy are 
we” while my phone pushed me the headline 
“Trump will ‘do to you Muslims what Hitler 
did to the Jews’: Mosques get threatening let-
ters—the Washington Post.”

“You mean it’s not the most wonderful 
time of the year?” my husband mocked.

But I have a 2-year-old son who loves to 
sing and dance. He’s going to want and need 
those songs, I thought. How will I do this?

I found my answer in a Christmas song. It 

came one morning when the sky was still dark 
and I leaned into my car to turn on the igni-
tion and reach over for the ice scraper on the 
fl oor. “For we need a little Christmas / Right 
this very minute / Candles in the window / 
Carols at the spinet.”

“We Need a Little Christmas” is a song 
from the musical Mame. We hear it in the 
scene when the stock-market crash of 1929 
has just hit Manhattan, and Mame and her 
young charge are surrounded by collapse.

I looked up its full lyrics, which begin with 
the words “Haul out the holly.” Haul? Let’s 
consider the verb. It’s used to indicate heavi-
ness (“It had to be hauled away”) or effort 
(“That would be a haul”). 
Sprigs of holly should not 
need hauling. They’re 
holly; they weigh a mitten. 
So the person doing the 
moving must be weakened, 
compromised.

“For I’ve grown a lit-
tle leaner,” Mame sings. 
“Grown a little colder. 
Grown a little sadder. Grown a little older.”

Christmas is not a feeling in your heart, 
Andy Williams, you liar. Sometimes it’s just a 
series of grudging actions all trying to power 
one Hail Mary pass at letting nothing you 
dismay.

“Put up the tree before my spirit falls 
again,” Mame hurries.

I’ve heard that song a hundred times and 
never noticed before how frantic it is, how 
desperate. “Right this very minute”? That’s 
an order. That’s the phrase spoken by a 
mother who’s not having it. Christmas must 
be forced.

In the Johnny Mathis version on the radio 
that morning, the tempo is downright gallop-
ing, sprinting to stay ahead of a hounding foul 
mood. The song’s compensatory hyperactive 
bouncing is decked by deranged fl ourishes of 
high wind instruments—the musical equiva-
lent of the guy on the corner jumping around 
waving the sign. Wow, this song is faking it 
hard.

Fake it till you make it is a serious piece 
of useful wisdom in spite of its facile deploy-
ment on twee “ladies” products at gift stores. 

Sometimes—particularly despair-times—fak-
ing it is the only alternative to the void. If you 
waited until you felt like doing something, 
you’d never act, so you… sing that it’s the 
most wonderful time of the year through your 
lying teeth.

So this year, I’m doing the acts. Tree. 
Ornaments. Songs. The cultural trappings 
of Christmas are not an outer manifesta-
tion of an inner reality. They’re all there is, 
and sometimes they manage, through being 
shared or remembered, to spark a fl ash of joy 
here and there. String a few fl ashes together 
and that’s doing better than the apes.

As I fi nd typical of parenting, what at fi rst 
seems like it’s about the 
child is actually the par-
ent’s projection of her 
own stuff. My 2 year old, 
it turns out, is oblivious. 
That’s what it means to 
be 2. Seasonal yearnings 
and wreckages are not his 
concern.

At day care he is, how-
ever, evidently learning Christmas songs. 
We discovered this when he began yelling 
“Christmas songs!” at us. We thought we 
would be able to satisfy him, but no. Now we 
respond by crooning, in a panicky fashion 
resembling the rapid changing of television 
channels (or, you know, Mame), every song 
we can think of that he could possibly have 
learned at day care. Occasionally he tries 
to help us by shouting a few lyrics that he 
remembers—“Ring-a-ling!”—but even if we 
pivot at once to “Silver Bells,” he soon resorts 
to repeating his original, enigmatic demand. 
What he means by “Christmas songs!” we 
may never know.

Thus far this season, he has made only one 
discernible discernment. He perked up to 
the sweet classic recording of “Rudolph the 
Red-Nosed Reindeer,” made by Gene Autry 
in 1949, and when it ended and the stupid 
throbbing of Paul McCartney’s 1979 “Won-
derful Christmastime” kicked in, he shrieked, 
“Music off!”

He was right, of course. We are not simply 
having a wonderful Christmastime. Which is 
precisely why we need a little Christmas. ■

Horrible 
Christmastime
How Christmas Songs Help Us 

Fake It Through Despair
BY JEN GRAVES

Bands I Pretended to Like for Boys 
Part Four: Daniel Johnston

BY KATHLEEN TARRANT

The sweet, distant boy I liked in college 
picked me up for a movie in his 1980s 

BMW, and we sat in the dark, warm theater. 
My hands were sweating profusely.

It was one of those cold Montana nights that 
get dark at 4 p.m. I was too young to drink, so 
after the movie ended, we went back to the cof-
fee shop where I worked. He sat across from 
me, casually sipping black coffee, and I very 
casually with no anxiety tremors at all also 
sipped on my black coffee.

We discussed the movie, a disappointing 
Christopher Guest fl ick (GUESS WHICH 
ONE), and our common points in music, and I 
was starting to feel pretty fucking confi dent. I 
had just cut my bangs. I was fucking killing it 
in my philosophy class. I was a hot catch.

Then he got in the car with me and asked if 
I liked Daniel Johnston. 

God. Fucking. Damnit.
I like music. Even at 19, I loved a lot of mu-

sic deeply. There was just this ingrained part 
of me, though, ground in through years of 
media and social cues, that had convinced me 
if I didn’t like everything a boy liked, then it 
wasn’t going to go well for me.

I kind of blame Burt Bacharach and Hal 
David for that. Assholes. They wrote “Wishing 
and Hoping” and then gave it to Dusty Spring-
fi eld so women would be like: “HEY YEAH, 
THAT SOUNDS LIKE A GREAT IDEA. 
THANKS, DUSTY.” Ladies, it was Hal David.

I hadn’t heard of Daniel Johnston. I, as you 
may have guessed, said, “Duh, I love him.” 
It was a quiet moment. The boy smiled and 
turned on “Life in Vain,” and we drove down 
Last Chance Gulch, Johnston’s pained voice 
cracking above the snap of ice.

It occurred to me as he dropped me off at 
my dorm that we had sat in the car for an ex-
tra 10 minutes listening to Fun, and that I had 
said out loud, “I love this record.” And I did. 
I loved it from the moment it 
started playing. But I had to 
keep that glorious moment of 
revelation—one of the best 
parts of loving music—con-
cealed, because I’d pretended 
to already know all about it.

It was the fi rst time I felt 
bad for pretending.

What I Think Now: You see, 
I like a pop song. Johnston’s 
melodies are rife with that 
naive, “anyone could write 
this” feeling. And yet no one 
has before. His music was im-
mediately weird, immediately raw. It felt like 
meeting someone and instead of “Hi, how are 
you?” they said, “I am afraid no one will ever 
love me.” That’s where I was at 19.

I had pretended to like Daniel Johnston 
for approximately fi ve minutes. I regretted it 

because Johnston, for all of his struggles, all 
of his illness, always tears right through the 
facade. I wish I had met him when I wasn’t 
hiding behind one.

I interviewed Johnston by 
phone a couple years later 
for a Houston publication. 
He sweetly asked if I’d be at 
the show I was previewing, 
and I said I lived in Boulder 
and wouldn’t be able to make 
it. He paused and said, “Oh 
that’s okay. I’ll be doing some 
scary monster songs, and you 
might not like it.”

I turned on Frankenstein 
Love and stopped pretending 
to like bands for boys from 
then on.

Was It Worth It: It only took three years from 
the moment I pretended to like Daniel John-
ston for me to realize I should just be real. Or, 
like, a little more real. Baby steps. He was the 
one who nudged me there, one stumble at a 
time. Worth it. ■

The cultural trappings 
of Christmas are not 

an outer manifestation 
of an inner reality. 
They’re all there is.THE STRANGER
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5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

ON SALE THIS WEEK!  Also available for rent! 

WE’RE BLOWING OUT THESE AND OTHER 
SELECT CRITERION COLLECTION TITLES!!

For a full list of New Releases for rent + sale, visit scarecrow.com
HELLRAISER: SCARLET BOX 
LIMITED EDITION TRILOGY
Pinhead Has Such Sights to Show You
Blu-ray $79.95
SULLY
Tom Hanks is America’s Dad
DVD / Blu-ray $32.95 
HITCHCOCK / TRUFFAUT
Two Master Filmmakers In Conversation
DVD $25.95  Blu-ray $29.95

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

DVD $20 

BLU-RAY $25 

While Supplies 

Last

GIVE SCARECROW FOR THE HOLIDAYS

We’ve got much 

more than just DVDs 

and Blu-rays for your 

favorite movie lover! 

T-Shirts, Totes, 

Books, Vinyl, and 

Way More!

Help us Raise $10,000 by 12/31 to keep 
expanding our huge collection!

Every Dollar you give will be matched 
150% by our Board!

Punch-Drunk LovePan’s LabyrinthBoyhood
McCabe and 
Mrs. Miller

http://www.scarecrow.com/
http://scarecrow.com/
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4329 University Way NE Seattle, WA 98105
MOVIE LINE: 206-632-7218

www.farawayentertainment.com

FRI DEC 23 - THU DEC 29
WHY HIM? (R) 

SING (PG)
OFFICE CHRISTMAS PARTY (R) 

MOANA (PG)
please visit our website for showtimes and more:

 FREE PARKING!

EVENINGS & W
EEKENDS

2D & 3D
NO 3D SURCHARGE

2D & 3D
NO 3D SURCHARGE

4500 9TH AVE NE • 206-633-0059
SEATTLE

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM 
SUNDANCE CINEMAS

RECEIVE A $25 GIFT CARD FOR ONLY $20
ONLY AVAILABLE AT THE BOX OFFICE.

OFFER GOOD THROUGH DEC 24TH ONLY.

FULL BAR & BISTRO FARE • RESERVED SEATS
+21 AT ALL TIMES

FOR SHOWTIMES VISIT:

SUNDANCECINEMAS.COM

** TIX AVAIL AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

LION  (12/25) ROGUE ONE in 3D / 2D

FENCES (12/25) PASSENGERS

 ARRIVAL MOONLIGHT

WHY HIM? COLLATERAL BEAUTY

FILM

On August 19, 2012, the British 
director Tony Scott, the brother 
of Ridley Scott, and the director 

of David Bowie’s best film performance, in 
The Hunger, stopped his car on the Vincent 
Thomas Bridge in Los Angeles, jumped from 
the bridge, fell, hit the water, and died.

During the previous decade (the 2000s), 
Scott had been Denzel Washington’s main di-
rector, and this close collaboration resulted in 
one masterpiece, Man on Fire, 
and several box-office hits. (In 
the 1990s, Washington worked 
primarily with Spike Lee.) In 
the Scott period, Washington 
usually played a hardworking professional 
with a complicated past or a personality flaw. 
In the end, the character overcomes his flaw 
and his foe because he is, ultimately, a good 
person and the consummate professional.

After Scott’s death, Washington’s career 
took a new direction. He stopped playing com-
plicated characters and started shooting lots 
and lots of people. This is the Antoine Fuqua 
period. And judging from the artistic value of 
the films he has made in this decade with Fuqua 
and other like-minded directors, it’s not unfair 
to say that Washington’s respectable Holly-
wood career jumped with Scott to its death.

Recently, while leaving a screening of the 
solid and engaging film adaptation of August 
Wilson’s play Fences, which was directed by 
Washington himself, a man walking behind 
me said to the woman walking next to him 
that this is not the kind of Denzel Washing-
ton film he likes. It’s too act-y, it’s all about 
the Academy Awards. Clearly, he wanted 
Washington to shoot more and talk less. But 
Fences has no guns and a whole lot of talking 
about life—it deals with failed dreams, race 
relations in mid-century America, marital 
problems, parenting problems, working-class 
problems, drinking problems, problems with 
debts, mental health, and, ultimately, death. 
What might kill the character Washington 
plays in Fences, Troy Maxson, is not a car 
chase or a shoot-out, but blocked arteries 
to the heart. He is a normal guy with a very 
standard suite of personal and social issues.

The man behind me was correct: It is likely 

that Washington will be recognized by the 
Academy for this performance. And thank 
God! It is good to see a great actor take a 
break from his fall into the abyss of crap and 
produce something of social, artistic, and cul-
tural value. The Academy will probably also 
recognize Viola Davis, who plays Rose Max-
son, Troy’s wife.

Troy is a proud and loud black man who 
missed his opportunity to become a rich and 

famous baseball player because 
racism locked up talented black 
athletes in the cash-starved 
Negro League until the 1950s. 
Instead, he became a Pittsburgh 

garbage collector.
Though the film is about Troy—the man of 

the house—the film eventually centers on the 
inner world of his wife. Troy has desires and 
broken dreams he can go on and on about, but 
Rose has desires and broken dreams that are 
never spoken. They are not in the film, nor in 
the original play, both of which were written 
by August Wilson (he worked on the script 
while living in Seattle, his last city). Does she 
love another man? Did she want to run a bank? 
Was she once good at singing or mathematics? 
Did she come from a good family but married 
a loser out of love? The power of Davis’s per-
formance grows from the silence.

The second half of the film is almost all about 
Rose. Washington provides us with the power 
of a theatrical performance (long and verbally 
dazzling monologues), but because Rose’s in-
ner world is mostly unwritten, it opens us to the 
power of a cinematic performance. We must 
see her past and her longings and her broken 
dreams in her face, in the way she hangs wet 
clothes on a line, in the way she bears her hus-
band’s stubbornness and pride, in the way she 
rises from bed in the middle of the night to an-
swer a phone call, in the way she looks when 
she tells her husband in a few words that his 
mistress has died in childbirth. Davis is cinema 
in action. She is what makes Fences a movie.

While the two leads will likely get acting 
nominations, Washington should also receive 
a nomination for best director. In Rose, Fenc-
es reveals so beautifully and effectively the 
quiet power of cinema. ■

FENCES A play about a black man becomes a movie about a black woman.

In Fences, Denzel 
Washington Takes a 

Break from Making Crap 
BY CHARLES MUDEDE

Fences
dir. Denzel Washington

Wide release

LULU.COM/ 
SPOTLIGHT/IMPORTANTPEOPLE

http://www.farawayentertainment.com/
http://sundancecinemas.com/
http://lulu.com/
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Old Stove Brewing Company 
~Pike Place Market~

1525 1st Ave, Seattle • www.oldstove.com

Now taking reservations for Holiday Parties: info@oldstove.com

BEER!

Stop in for a  
freshly brewed 

Craft Beer  
to warm you  

up this  
Holiday Season!

mailto:info@oldstove.com
http://www.oldstove.com/
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MONDAY - FRIDAY 7AM-6PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 8AM-5PM

CHOW

T here’s nothing not to like about a 
latke. Any self-respecting french 
fry or potato chip will tell you 

that potatoes + fat = fjmvklwiurhefhohguis 
(that’s the sound of someone gobbling up an 
entire plate of french fries). What’s a latke? 
A latke is a potato pancake eaten during the 
celebration of Hanukkah, which begins on 
December 24 this year. More precisely, it’s 
grated potato and onion bound with egg and 
matzo meal and simply seasoned with salt 
and pepper. The batter is shaped into little 
hockey pucks and fried in plenty of oil until ir-
resistibly bronzed and crispy. The best latkes 
have wild, unkempt edges, a tangled nest of 
crisped potato ribbons that contrast with the 
soft, warm center. A proper latke is topped 
with dollops of sour cream and applesauce. 
What’s that you say? You want to dip yours 
in ketchup? No. No no no no no. These are 
not hash browns, and I will not stand by and 
watch you treat them as such. Latkes are 
more than a greasy-spoon side dish. They 
have symbolism—they have a story.

We Jews love culinary symbolism. On 
Passover, we eat parsley dipped in salt water 
to represent the tears the Jews cried when 
we were slaves in Egypt. On Rosh Hashanah, 
the Jewish New Year, we eat apples dipped in 
honey to encourage a sweet year. A Cheeto 
eaten on the Saturday morning Sabbath 
represents the mighty staff of Moses. Okay, 
it doesn’t. But wouldn’t that be cute? During 
Hanukkah, we eat deep-fried foods: latkes 

and jelly doughnuts called sufganiyot.
More than 2,000 years ago, a Syrian king 

insisted the Jews abandon their singular god 
in favor of worshiping a gaggle of Greek gods. 
The Jews fought back and won. And while 
restoring the Temple of Jerusalem, they 
thought they had only enough oil to light the 
lamp for one night. In-
stead, the oil burned 
for eight days. This 
was a miracle! So we 
celebrate eight days 
of Hanukkah by frying 
things in oil, since we 
also prefer symbolism 
to clog our arteries.

Now, I adore latkes. 
But I also want to punch them in the face. Ev-
ery year, I throw a big Hanukkah party and I 
make batch after batch of freshly fried latkes 
for all my main goys and shiksas. Because 
they are most delicious served straight from 
a sizzling pan, I remain stuck to the stove 
while my friends are free to hang out. I call 
this latke prison. And I despise latke prison!

I needed a way out. When I asked my mom 
if I could make the latkes in advance and just 
warm them up in the oven when my guests ar-
rived, she looked at me like I had just dipped 
my latke in ketchup. The answer was a clear no.

But I knew there had to be an escape, a 
twisted bedsheet I could climb down to free 
me from this deep-fried nightmare. So I con-
sulted with two latke experts.

First, I spoke with Jonny Silverberg, the 
chef/owner of Napkin Friends, a Seattle food 
truck serving sandwiches smooshed between 
two latkes instead of bread.

“I’m a nice Jewish boy,” Silverberg said 
on the phone, before we found out we went to 
the same Northern California Jewish sum-

mer camp decades 
ago. He assured me 
that bringing pre-
made latkes back to 
life is a breeze.

“We actually make 
them all ahead of time,” 
Silverberg told me. “If 
we had to make a fresh 
order every time, we 

wouldn’t be in business, because it’s just not fast 
enough. Obviously they’re better when they’re 
fresh out of the pan. But if they’re stored prop-
erly in a sealed container, our latkes hold up and 
recrisp well up to four days.”

On the truck, the latkes are reheated on 
a cast-iron panini press, which crisps up both 
sides and squeezes out excess oil. Napkin 
Friends also sells large batches to go for Ha-
nukkah parties.

“The reheating instructions we give people is 
this: Get the latkes on a sheet pan, heat at 350 
degrees, then transfer them to paper towels to 
soak up a little of the extra grease,” Silverberg 
explained. “It works fine.”

For my annual Hanukkah party, fine is not 
going to cut it. If I’m going to eat latkes 

Latkes require a 
certain atmosphere, an 
experience, an essence 

of Hanukkah.

Escape from Latke Prison
This Hanukkah Staple Is Crispy, Delicious, and So. Much. Work.

BY RACHEL BELLE

LISAFX/ISTOCK BY GETTY IMAGES

LATKES The best ones have wild, unkempt edges, a tangled nest of crisped potato ribbons that contrast with the soft, warm center.
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The NFL Sunday Ticket Here 
In Hi-Def

Near the Center of the Universe
at the Corner of 35th. and Stone Way N.

206-547-2967

206-547-1417 • 460 North 36th Street  IN THE HEART OF FREMONT

Happy Hour Daily: 4pm-7pm
  Weekend Breakfast! Open@ 9am 

Bonus Weekend Happy Hour,  
Sat & Sun 10am-2pm

HAPPY
HOWL-IDAYS!

STOP IN FOR A WINTER WARM-UP.

Like us on
NormsEatery.com

GIFT 
CERTIFICATES  
AVAILABLE!

COCKTAILS, 
BURRITOS

& TACOS
Happy Hour Everyday!

4-6pm & 10pm-12am
Fri & Sat: 

Kitchens Open til Midnight
Weekend Brunch!

Saturdays & Sundays  11-3

PHINNEY RIDGE
6711 Greenwood Ave. N

206-706-4889

SOUTH LAKE UNION
901 Fairview Ave. N. Ste C100 

206-739-5996

ALKI BEACH
2620 Alki Ave. SW 

206-933-7344
elchupacabraseattle.com 

OPEN NEW YEARS DAY! 
SERVING BRUNCH 11-3

NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY!
View of the Space Needle  

+ Champagne Toast @ Midnight!

LIVE MUSIC MOST NIGHTS
- FOR FULL CALENDAR VISIT OUR WEBSITE -

HIGHLINESEATTLE.COM 
210 Broadway Ave E • 328.7837

DECADENT 
VEGAN FOOD

7 days •  5-11pm 
HAPPY HOUR
5-6 everyday

$3 wells
$1 off  all beers

$5 off  all pitchers.

FREE WILL ASTROLOGY
BY ROB BREZSNY

For the Week of December 21
ARIES (March 21–April 19): NPR’s Scott Simon interviewed jazz 
pianist and songwriter Robert Glasper, who has created nine albums, 
won a Grammy, and has collaborated with a range of great musi-
cians. Simon asked him if he had any frustrations—“grand ambitions” 
that people discouraged him from pursuing. Glasper said yes. He’d 
really like to compose and sing hiphop rhymes. But his bandmates 
just won’t go along with him when he tries that stuff. I hope that 
Glasper, who’s an Aries, will read this horoscope and take heart from 
what I’m about to predict: In 2017, you may finally get a “Yes!” from 
people who have previously said “No!” to your grand ambitions.

TAURUS (April 20–May 20): Humans have drunk hot tea for more 
than two millennia. Chinese emperors were enjoying it as far back 
as the second century B.C. And yet it wasn’t until the 20th century 
that anyone dreamed up the idea of enclosing tea leaves in conve-
nient one-serving bags to be efficiently brewed. I foresee you either 
generating or stumbling upon comparable breakthroughs in 2017, 
Taurus. Long-running traditions or customs will undergo simple but 
dramatic transformations that streamline your life.

GEMINI (May 21–June 20): “What you do is what counts and not 
what you had the intention of doing,” said Pablo Picasso. If I had 
to choose a single piece of advice to serve as your steady flame in 
2017, it might be that quote. If you agree, I invite you to conduct this 
experiment: On the first day of each month, take a piece of paper 
and write down three key promises you’re making to yourself. Add a 
brief analysis of how well you have lived up to those promises in the 
previous four weeks. Then describe in strong language how you plan 
to better fulfill those promises in the coming four weeks.

CANCER (June 21–July 22): During the campaign for US president 
in 1896, Democratic candidate William Jennings Bryan traveled 18,000 
miles as he made speeches all over the country. But the Republican 
candidate, William McKinley, never left his hometown of Canton, Ohio. 
He urged people to visit him if they wanted to hear what he had to say. 
The strategy worked. The speeches he delivered from the front porch of 
his house drew 750,000 attendees and played an important role in his 
election. I recommend a comparable approach for you in the coming 
months, Cancerian. Invoke all your attractive power as you invite in-
terested parties to come see you and deal with you on your home turf.

LEO (July 23–Aug 22): “Poetry is a way of knowledge, but most po-
etry tells us what we already know,” writes poet Charles Simic. I would 
say the same thing about a lot of art, theater, film, music, and fiction: 
Too often it presents well-crafted repetitions of ideas we have heard 
before. In my astrological opinion, Leo, 2017 will be a time when you’ll 
need to rebel against that limitation. You will thrive by searching for 
sources that provide you with novel information and unique under-
standings. Simic says: “The poem I want to write is impossible: a stone 
that floats.” I say: Be on the lookout for stones that float.

VIRGO (Aug 23–Sept 22): The Economist magazine reports that if 
someone wanted to transport $10 million in bills, he or she would have 
to use eight briefcases. Sadly, after evaluating your astrological omens 
for 2017, I’ve determined that you won’t ever have a need for that 
many. If you find yourself in a situation where you must carry bundles 
of money from one place to another, one suitcase will always be suf-
ficient. But I also want to note that a sizable stash of cash can fit into 
a single suitcase. And it’s not out of the question that such a scenario 
could transpire for you in the coming months. In fact, I foresee a better 
chance for you to get richer quicker than I’ve seen in years.

LIBRA (Sept 23–Oct 22): For a bald eagle in flight, feathers are crucial 
in maintaining balance. If it inadvertently loses a feather on one wing, it 
will purposely shed a comparable feather on the other wing. According 
to my analysis of the astrological omens, this strategy has metaphorical 
meaning for your life in 2017. Do you want to soar with maximum 
grace and power? Would you like to ascend and dive, explore and scout, 
with ease and exuberance? Learn from the eagle’s instinctual wisdom.

SCORPIO (Oct 23–Nov 21): In August 2012, a group of tourists visited 
the Eldgja volcanic region in Iceland. After a while, they noticed that 
a fellow traveler was missing. Guides organized a search party, which 
worked well into the night trying to track down the lost woman. At 3 
a.m., one of the searchers suddenly realized that she herself was the 
missing person everyone was looking for. The misunderstanding had 
occurred many hours earlier because she had slipped away to change 
her clothes, and no one recognized her in her new garb. This is a good 
teaching story for you to meditate on in 2017, Scorpio. I’d love to see 
you change so much that you’re almost unrecognizable. And I’d love 
to see you help people go searching for the new you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22–Dec 21): In 2017, you will be at the peak 
of your ability to forge new alliances and deepen existing alliances. 
You’ll have a sixth sense for cultivating professional connections that 
can serve your noble ambitions for years to come. I encourage you 
to be alert for new possibilities that might be both useful for your 
career and invigorating for your social life. The words “work” and 
“fun” will belong together! To achieve the best results, formulate a 
clear vision of the community and support system you want.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22–Jan 19): Capricorn writer Edgar Allan Poe has 
been an important cultural influence. His work appears on many “must-
read” lists of 19th-century American literature. But during the time he 
was alive, his best-selling book was not his famous poem “The Raven,” 
nor his short story “The Gold-Bug,” nor his novel The Narrative of 
Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket. Rather, it was The Conchologist’s 
First Book, a textbook about mollusk shells, which he didn’t actually 
write, but merely translated and edited. If I’m reading the astrological 
omens correctly, 2017 will bring events to help ensure that your fate is 
different from Poe’s. I see the coming months as a time when your best 
talents will be seen and appreciated better than ever before.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20–Feb 18): “My goal is to create a life that I don’t 
need a vacation from,” says motivational author Rob Hill Sr. That’s 
an implausible dream for most people. But in 2017, it will be less 
implausible than it has ever been for you Aquarians. I don’t guar-
antee that it will happen. But there is a decent chance you’ll build a 
robust foundation for it, and thereby give yourself a head start that 
enables you to accomplish it by 2019. Here’s a tip on how to arouse 
and cultivate your motivation: Set an intention to drum up and seek 
out benevolent “shocks” that expand your concepts of who you are 
and what your life is about.

PISCES (Feb 19–March 20): The birds known as winter wrens live 
in the Puget Sound region of Washington. They weigh barely half an 
ounce, and their plain brown coloring makes their appearance unre-
markable. Yet they are the avian equivalents of the opera star Pavarotti. 
If they weighed as much as roosters, their call would be 10 times as 
strong as the rooster’s cock-a-doodle-doo. Their melodies are rich and 
complex; one song may have more than 300 notes. When in peak form, 
the birds can unleash cascades at the rate of 36 notes per second. I pro-
pose that we make the winter wren your spirit animal in 2017, Pisces. 
To a casual observer, you may not look like you can generate so much 
virtuosity and lyrical power. But according to my analysis, you can. ■

Homework: Send me predictions for your life in 2017. Where are you 
headed? Go to realastrology.com and click “Email Rob.”

only once a year, they must be absolutely 
incredible.

I went to Seattle chef and cookbook author 
Becky Selengut, who grew up eating latkes 
in her grandmother’s East Coast kitchen. 
She invited me to her home where we, along 
with a few more judges, tested four reheating 

methods and made many latke puns. (I’m now 
certain Led Zeppelin was actually singing 
“Whole latke love!”) This was fantastically 
fun and educational, and I highly recommend 
creating your own test kitchen for any dish 
you obsess over.

Here is how the methods ranked, from 
best to worst:

1. Freeze freshly made latkes. When ready 
to serve, refry in hot oil for about a minute 
and a half on each side. These were fantastic 
and tasted every bit as good as freshly made 
latkes. Fat = flavor.

2. Fry latkes a bit earlier in the day and let 
them sit on the counter at room temperature. 
When ready to serve, refry for 30 seconds 
on each side. These were also just as good as 
fresh, and you have to spend only a minute 
frying each batch when guests arrive, as op-
posed to the original 10.

3. Slide premade, room temperature 
latkes into a 500 degree oven and heat for two 
or three minutes. These came out just a touch 
dry, but the flavor was good. Sour cream and 
applesauce helped them recover. Not quite as 
good as the double-fried method, but a small 
price to pay for the convenience of reheating 
a large batch at once.

4. Freeze freshly made latkes. Reheat at 
425 degrees for 15 minutes. This was the worst 
method. The center of the latke was dry and 
mealy, and the coveted crispy, lacy surface flat-
tened out. These were universally disliked.

Whatever your method, make sure you 
peel your potatoes first. In a test batch, the 
mere addition of potato skin altered the flavor 
so significantly, they tasted more like hash 
browns and lacked the necessarily nostalgic 
taste of traditional latkes.

If making your own latkes is simply not 
going to happen, there are a couple of local 
spots where you can eat them. Fremont’s 
Roxy’s Diner and CJ’s Eatery in Belltown 
are perhaps the only restaurants in the city 
serving Jewish classics like matzo ball soup, 
smoked fish and bagels, and pastrami sand-
wiches on rye.

Unfortunately, Roxy’s latkes, served with 
sour cream and applesauce, were bland, dry, 
and lacked crunch. Thanks to the previous 
night’s taste test, I was certain they were 
made in advance and reheated on the grill. A 
call to the restaurant confirmed this.

CJ’s were better. Their latkes are large 
and flat, very tender, perfectly salty and full 
of oniony flavor. But the texture was lack-
ing. While crisp around the edges, most of 
the latke was soft, and they seemed sautéed 
rather than fried.

Through these dining experiences, I re-
alized that latkes do not belong in a diner. 
Latkes require a certain atmosphere, an ex-
perience, an essence of Hanukkah. They’re 
meant to be eaten in a cozy home, standing 
around the kitchen with friends and family, in 
the glow of a menorah, fried up by some poor 
woman banished to latke prison. ■

LISAFX/ISTOCK BY GETTY IMAGES

SHOP LOCAL. SAVE MONEY.

50% OFF

STRANGERPERKS.COM
Want your business in StrangerPerks?

E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com or call 

mailto:StrangerPerks@thestranger.com
http://normseatery.com/
http://elchupacabraseattle.com/
http://highlineseattle.com/
http://realastrology.com/
http://strangerperks.com/
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SELL TICKETS WITH THE LOCAL 
PROMOTIONAL POWER OF

STRANGERTICKETS.COM

PRINT

WEB
WEB

5.8 MILLI
ON  

WEB VIEW
S

MONTHLY

S O C I A L 
M E D I A
50K FRIENDS / FOLLOWERS

12K+SUBSCR IBERS

E-MAIL 
175K weekly readers

TURN SERVICE FEES
 INTO AD CREDIT!

KNOW OF ANY EVENTS? 
FIND OUT HOW REFERRALS 

CAN GET YOU FREE  
AD CREDIT!

PROMOTION WHERE IT MATTERS

Index Newspapers is currently hiring 
for the following positions:

Senior Advertising Account Executive
& Advertising Account Executive
If you have a consultative nature and are energized by creating the 
right strategic ad plan for your clients, then The Stranger might be the 
place for you! Ideal candidates will have a proven track record of digital 
advertising sales, print advertising, event sponsorships and multi-media 
platforms. 

Client Solutions Representative
The Stranger is looking for a self-starting, enthusiastic, positive can-
didate to join the Bold Type Tickets Client Solutions team. Bold Type 
Tickets is The Stranger’s local and national event ticketing platform. 
We handle ticket sales for thousands of events in Seattle and around 
the US and Canada. Big events! Serious business. 

Digital Ad Operations Coordinator
The Stranger is seeking a Digital Ad Operations Coordinator to 
support our busy sales department. The ideal candidate is organized, 
fast and accurate, has DFP and Google Analytics experience, strong 
analytical and problem solving abilities and is a good communicator. 

Digital Managing Editor
The Stranger is looking for a digital managing editor. Must  
be detail-oriented, efficient, and have experience with digital strate-
gy. The Digital Managing Editor will oversee the daily postings of the 
website, and be responsible for digital editorial strategy as well as 
handle the day-to-day operational tasks of the newsroom, including the 
newsroom budget and writer’s pay. 

News Editor
The Stranger is looking for an experienced and energetic editor to lead 
its news department. Managing a team of reporters, the news editor 
will be responsible for creating smart, engaging stories, setting the 
tone for news and political coverage in the fastest-growing large city in 
America™. The news editor should know how to connect with audi-
ences in an online, fast-paced environment and have an already-estab-
lished presence on social media. 

Delivery Driver
The Stranger is looking for newspaper delivery drivers for South 
Seattle, Renton, and Kent. We deliver each Wednesday, rain or 
shine. This is an independent contractor job. You must be 18 or older, 
have a valid business license, driver’s license, current insurance and 
your own vehicle. The vehicle must be reliable and suitable for this 
type of work. This is a physical job and you must be able to lift 35 lbs. 
Experience is preferred but not necessarily required. Geographical 
knowledge is a plus. Weekly pay is based on number of locations deliv-
ered to. Deliveries are made to indoor businesses as well as to outdoor 
news boxes. Periodic side-title delivery adds additional pay. 

For full descriptions and contact information, 
visit The Stranger’s Jobs Page at 

www.thestranger.com/jobs

Join Seattle’s Innovative and 
Growing Local Media Team

http://www.thestranger.com/jobs
http://strangertickets.com/
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Jill Mangaliman
TEXT BY ANA SOFIA KNAUF 
PHOTO BY STANTON STEPHENS

Jill Mangaliman, executive director for climate justice non-
profit Got Green, sees the effects of climate change almost 
everywhere they look. They find it in the devastation of Ty-
phoon Pablo on indigenous Filipino communities and even 
in their family’s half-empty catch buckets from crabbing 
and clam-digging trips along the Washington peninsula. 
Alongside their team at Got Green, Mangaliman works to 
promote jobs in clean energy and bring communities of 
color to the table to shape environmental policies, including 
Washington’s controversial carbon tax plan, which failed in 
this year’s general election.

“You can’t solve climate change with the same systems 
that caused it," Mangaliman said. “It can’t be about how 
much money we are going to make… It’s about improving 
the conditions of everyday people and being defenders of 
communities and the environment.”

What is the biggest misconception people have about 
the climate justice movement?

Climate change and environmental racism are just symptoms 
of an unjust economic system, which has worked to benefit a 
few people or corporations and sacrifice communities in order 
to make quick profits. The majority of the polluting industries 
and polluted sites are next to poor, immigrant, and communi-
ties of color neighborhoods. Being part of the climate justice 
movement is a commitment to fight for the right to healthy air, 
food, livelihood, homes, and water for everyone, and to stop 
harming workers, communities of color, and Mother Earth.

Washington’s carbon tax measure, opposed by Got 
Green and other climate justice groups, failed during 
the general election. How are you moving forward 
from here?

Got Green is continuing to push for climate policies that 
reduce pollution directly at the source, with targets based off 
of the most recent science, and reinvest in communities most 
impacted by climate change and a just transition for workers 
[into clean energy careers]. We are pushing [a new] climate 
policy through the Alliance for Jobs and Clean Energy, a state-
wide coalition of labor, environmental, health, faith, and racial 
justice groups, and doing listening tours around the state to get 
folks ready to pass it in the next couple of years.

Tell me about another organization you think is doing 
amazing work.

My other organizing home is BAYAN-USA Pacific North-
west, which is an alliance of progressive Filipino organizations 
representing youth, women, artists, LGBTQ people, and work-
ers who are educating, organizing, and mobilizing to fight 
for genuine democracy and self-determination in the Philip-
pines. We also connect with local struggles such as supporting 
Sea-Tac Airport workers, justice for trafficking survivors, and 
ending violence against women.

If you could fix one thing about Seattle with a magic 
wand, what would it be?

To stop displacement. It would be amazing to preserve 
neighborhoods, places, and spaces through protected 
zones or keeping it affordable. Maybe we can create more 
community land trusts, community ownership, and worker 
cooperatives. I get that our city is growing and changing, 
but seeing how quick and ruthless the development is hap-
pening, Seattle is becoming unrecognizable at times.

Speaking of the changing city, what is the one Seattle 
establishment that you want to stay open forever?

Randy’s on East Marginal Way. It’s a real 24-hour diner 
with a theme of everything airplanes. My mom used to go 
there when she was working in SeaTac. We catch brunch 
there from time to time as mother and daughter. I also had 
an awkward pre-date with my now partner there. I like to 
eat all the pies when I’m there. ■

PERSON OF INTEREST
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SEATTLE’S ORIGINAL 
CANNABIS SHOP

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair 
concentraion, coordination, and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the 
influence of this drug. There may be healthrisks asociated with consumption of this product. 

For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

2733 4th Ave South • Seattle WA
www.CannabisCity.us

DO YOU HAVE  
PTSD AND  
ALCOHOL 

PROBLEMS?
Seeking free treatment? 

Paid research opportunity.

Call the APT study at 
206-543-0584

http://www.cannabiscity.us/

